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ABSTRACT 

 

Microtubules (MTs), whose basic units are a and ß tubulin proteins, are self-

assembled proteinaceous filaments with nanometer scale diameters and micrometer scale 

lengths. Their aspect ratio, directionality, the reversibility of their assembly and their 

ability to be metallized by electroless plating make them good candidates to serve as 

templates for the fabrication of nanowires and other nanoscale devices. In addition, 

tubulin proteins can provide biological interactions with a naturally high specificity.  

Toward the goal of manufacturing MT-based metallic nanowires and networks of 

nanowires on a silicon wafer, I studied the influence of pH, temperature, and several 

biomolecules on the stability of MTs in solutions, as well as the surface effect on the 

dynamics of disassembly of microtubules. Secondly, I demonstrated the metallization of 

MTs by electroless nickel plating both in solution and on hydrophilic oxidized Si surface. 

After being activated by Pt, nickel coated MT surfaces during the electroless plating, with 

a thickness of several nanometers. Due to the different kinetics of the process, MTs 

metallized on the oxidized Si wafer are slightly different from MTs metallized in 

solutions. Finally, we explored controlled nucleation and growth of microtubules directly 

from a collection of γ-tubulin monomers. γ-tubulins bind to modified gold electrodes on a 

silicon wafer through an organic linker, Glutathione s-transferase, creating a γ-tubulin 

layer for MT growth. MTs unambiguously originated from the surface-bound γ-tubulin 
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layer on the gold electrode, proving that the surface-bound γ-tubulin retains its biological 

ability of nucleating MT growth. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION  

1. Introduction to nano-scale interconnects and wires 

During manufacturing processes of electronic circuits, various layers of substances 

are formed within or on the surface of the wafer, in accordance with the circuit design. A 

thin film of oxide is formed on the surface during oxidation. Photolithography is used to 

transfer a desired pattern onto the surface. Portions of the oxide surface under the pattern 

are then dissolved away by etching or polarization. Finally, impurities are doped into the 

exposed surface to form device elements such as the source and drain of a transistor. Thin 

films may also be deposited on the wafer to form elements such as the poly-silicon gate 

of a transistor. These steps are typically repeated a lot of times. In recent years, the 

exponential growth in semiconductor technology has been sustained by extending the 

capabilities of top-down manufacturing processes based on lithography to shorter and 

shorter wavelengths. As the features shrink to nanometers, precision manufacturing 

methods -- vacuum evaporation of atoms, drilling tiny holes, or direct positioning of an 

atom with a nano-tip probe -- appear elegant but extremely expensive. 

In response, a new paradigm has arisen based on the bottom-up or molecular 

engineering approach to the mass replication of nano-scale electronic circuits that 

promises to be cheaper, more flexible, and more efficient. The bottom-up approach builds 
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small structures from the atom, molecule, or single device level upward. It allows a very 

precise positioning of collections of atoms, hence functionalities [Compaño 1999]. It is 

fair to assume that for the fabrication of structures with nanometer dimensions, the 

bottom-up approach will play an essential role in the near future in terms of achievable 

density and miniaturization. 

 

Figure 1.1 Nano scale interconnects between processing units 

Control of interconnections emerges as one of the major challenges in the 

development of these bottom-up approaches. An interconnect is a signal transmission line, 

which connects processing structures with the input/output devices for testing and 

practical application. A main requirement of interconnects is that the decrease in 

magnitude of the power during a signal transmission between two points should be very 

low, which requires a very high aspect ratio of interconnects. For all bottom up 

approaches, it should be realized that for creating useful transport devices, the built 

structures must be connected to the outside world in an effective manner. Some research 
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efforts seek ways to keep contact and wire sizes comparable to that of molecular devices 

(figure 1.1). However, the fabrication of direct connections to molecular devices requires 

extreme precision.  

Self-assembly is a very good solution to atomically assemble precise devices, and is 

thus a promising method for building nano- interconnects at exact positions. It is a method 

of integration in which the components spontaneously assemble, typically in a solution or 

gas phase until a stable structure of minimum energy is reached. What’s more, self-

assembly is not simply limited to nanoscale (or molecules) and can be carried out on any 

scale, making it a powerful bottom-up method for the fabrication of nano-scale 

interconnects and networks. 

2 Self-assembling bottom-up strategies  

In response to emerging roadblocks in the development of silicon technology, several 

novel self-assembling bottom-up strategies for nano-scale devices have been developed. 

The first one is using inorganic nanowires, such as Si, Ge, ZnSe, GaN and W. 

Because most inorganic nanowires can transport electrons and holes, they have been used 

as building blocks for assembling nanodevices inc luding field effect transistors (FETs) 

[Cui 2000, Duan 2001], p-n diodes [Duan 2001, Cui 2001], bipolar junction transistors, 

and complementary inverters [Cui 2001]. These nanowire devices can be assembled in a 

predictable manner because the electronic properties and sizes of the nanowires can be 
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precisely controlled during synthesis [Cui 2000, Duan 2001, Cui 2001, Cui and Lauhon 

2001] and methods for their parallel assembly also have been reported [Huang 2001]. The 

synthesis of crystalline inorganic nanowires, such as Si and Ge, is of considerable 

technological promise for device applications but has been difficult to achieve. Many 

techniques, such as selective heteroepitaxy [Yazawa 1992], solution- liquid-solid 

synthesis [Trentler 1995], Vapor-Liquid-Solid Growth [Jun 2001] and Laser Ablation 

Method [Morales 1998] were used to develop crystalline nanowires. Some logical 

devices have been developed using this stategy. However, compared to other strategies, 

the cost of fabricating inorganic nanowires is still very high because of the expensive 

facilities. 

The second strategy is based on the carbon nanotube, which is a single cylindrical 

molecule in the fullerene molecular family [Iijima 1991]. These fullerenes extend into 

long strands rather than forming a sphe rical structure. The hexagonal alignment of carbon 

atoms along the carbon nanotubes gives them some special properties such as excellent 

strength and stiffness, high conductivity, and chemical specificity. Because they can be 

electrically switched on and off, carbon nanotubes can be used as nanoscale FET, which 

is one of the basic elements of logic circuits [Collins et al. 2001, Bachtold et al. 2001, 

Rochefort et al. 2001]. Carbon nanotubes have been assembled directly on pre-patterned 

silicon or alumina substrates by chemical vapor deposition [Homma 2002, Cheng 1998, 
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Kong 1998, Nikolaev 1999, Wei 2000]. Up to now, people have provided several 

assembly strategies by creating different types of substrates such as collagen to support 

self-assembling carbon nanotube based circuits [Coleman 2002]. Another approach being 

taken to self-assemble carbon nanotubes is to link carbon nanotubes using strands of 

DNA [Riedinger 2001]. However, using carbon nanotubes to build a network of circuits 

seems impractical, because it is hard to control their connections and determine their 

growth directions. 

The third strategy is using self-assembling bio-molecules, such as DNA and proteins, 

as templates followed by subsequent metallization for improved electrical conductance. 

Assembly of nanowires can take place via recognition of biomolecules followed by 

deposition of metal on the biological template, or via assembling tiny metal clusters 

modified by organic anchoring points into circuits in a single process. Most 

characteristics of self-assembling bio-molecules are well developed, such as the 

positioning of functional groups, the folding structures and the recognition properties. 

Therefore, the combination of them may make full use of different materials and lead to 

new fruitful approaches. The dimensions of assembled atoms or molecules will define the 

ultimate dimensions of integrated circuits as nanoscale. One pathway of this promising 

strategy will be explored in this project using biological templates to build interconnects. 
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Approaches involving several self-assembling bio-molecular materials have already 

been explored.  

1). DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). In double-stranded DNA, the chemical bases of 

either strand are paired with their complementary bases (A with T, C with G) in the other 

strand by hydrogen bonding. DNA can be terminally modified with primary amines, 

which can selectively react with carboxylic acids under certain reaction conditions. 

Because of the powerful ability of complementary DNA strands to hybridize selectively, 

there is growing interest in techniques based on self-assembly of DNA functionalized 

nano-particles. Previous research [Mirkin 2000, Alivisatos 1996] reported techniques 

based on self-assembly of DNA-functionalized nano-particles. Alivisatos et al. attached 

individual nanocrystals onto single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides of fixed length 

[Alivisatos et al.1996]. Although the nanowires are thin, discontinuous and not very 

uniform, DNA strands have been coated with metals, thus forming a conductive wire 

[Mertig, 2002, Seidel 2002, Braun 1998]. DNA also has other limitations. The length of 

DNA is predetermined and it needs enzymes or high temperature to disassemble. Its 

orientation is very hard to control, which makes DNA difficult to be placed at the exact 

position at the nanoscale.  

2) Microtubules. MTs are proteins that self-assemble dynamically and are tubular 

shaped structures with diameters of approximately 24nm and large aspect ratios, made 
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from polymerized tubulin proteins. MTs exhibit dynamic instability at a critical tubulin 

concentration, around which they apparently undergo random successive periods of 

assembly and disassembly. Because of repeatable residues on the surface of MTs, people 

can also use them as bioorganic templates for structurally defined nanoparticle arrays 

[Behrens 2002]. Metallization of proteinaceous microtubules derived from bacteria’s 

rhapidosomes has been accomplished [Chow et al. 1993]. Tubulin proteins that self-

assemble into long fibers provide biological interactions with a naturally high specificity 

and can serve directly as templates for metal nanowires [Parthasarathy et al. 2002, Mertig 

et al. 1998].  

3). Other biological filaments (Peptides, intermediate filaments etc.) Other studies 

have used polypeptides and/or proteins as templates for nanowires. Several surfactant-

like peptides have been shown to undergo self-assembly, forming nanotubes with a 

variety of diameters [Vauthey 2002]. Peptide nanotubules can also be coated with 

proteins such as avidin enabling the use of biological interactions based on molecular 

recognition [Douberly 2001]. Avidin-coated peptide tubules have been anchored as 

bridges onto biotin- incorporated self-assembled monolayers on Au substrates [Matsui 

2001]. Alternatively, metallization of proteinaceous nanotubules derived from bacteria’s 

rhapidosomes have been produced [Chow 1993].  
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By comparing the advantages and limitations of these self-assembling bio-molecular 

materials shown in Table 1.1, one can see that microtubules are the best candidate for 

building interconnects. Their aspect ratio, directionality, the reversibility of their 

assembly [Schuyler 2001] and their ability to be metallized by electroless plating [Kirsch 

1997] make them good candidates to serve as templates for the fabrication of nanowires 

and other nanoscale devices [Mertig 1998]. In addition, tubulin proteins can provide 

biological interactions with a naturally high specificity [Parthasarathy 2002]. The high 

sensitivity of MTs to the chemical environment provides a significant option, in which 

material addition is reversible. Therefore, MTs are promising templates for fabricating 

metallic nanowires and arrays. Our project focuses on MTs as self-assembling structures 

and templates for fabricating nano-scale interconnects. 

Table 1.1. Advantages and limitations of self-assembling bio-molecular materials 

 

DNA  
(deoxyribonucleic 

acid) 
Microtubules 

Other biological 
filaments (Peptides etc.) 

Advantages 

High specificity;  
Selective reaction; 
Small diameter. 

High specificity; 
Controllable length; 
Polar structure; 
Reversibility of 
assembly. 

High specificity;  
Controllable length; 
Metallizable inner tube 
of some filaments.  

Limitations 

Predetermined length;  
Needs enzyme for 
disassembly; 
nanowires lack of 
uniformity. 

Sensitive to chemical 
environments. 

Very hard to control 
direction; 
Large diameters. 
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3. Objectives 

Toward the goal of manufacturing MT-based metallic nanowires and networks of 

nanowires on a silicon wafer, we first have to study the stability of microtubules under 

different conditions in order to get better control of their lengths, assembly and 

disassembly properties. Secondly, we should be able to metallize microtubules with 

controlled thickness of metals. Lastly, the emphasis turns to building networks of 

assembled MTs on a Si wafer. The purpose of this research is to explore a self-

assembling bottom-up approach based on biomolecules for manufacturing nano 

interconnects. In this research, hydrophilic oxidized Si wafers are used for the MT 

metallization and MT nucleation and growth. For simplicity, I use ‘Si wafer’ to replace 

this ‘hydrophilic oxidized Si wafer’ in the rest of this dissertation.   

 

4. Anticipated outcomes and long term impact 

A bottom-up approach for nanostructures based on biomolecules will be developed. 

People can connect specific sites using biomolecules (microtubules) to form nano arrays 

or networks of template circuits with precision and very high accuracy.  These nanoscale 

templates of biomolecules can be used to pattern nanostructures on substrates. After 

metallization, the built nanoarrays will be employed as an essential part of memory or 

other digital electronic circuits at the nanoscale.  

This research is an interdisciplinary project. It covers materials science, chemical 
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engineering, electrical engineering and biology. The stability study of microtubules will 

give us better understanding of the kinetics of MT polymerization, and provides 

techniques to control the behavior of MTs. The study of the MT metallization will 

provide us better understanding and better control of this process. Research of 

immobilizing MTs onto substrates offers us a good method to interface biomolecules with 

substrates by adjusting or even designing their structures and functions, while keeping the 

biological ability of biomolecules. Our research will also contribute to the understanding 

of the biomolecules when engineering them to meet specific materials qualifications or 

perform a particular molecular task, and how to design, process and fabricate tailored 

biomolecules with novel structures and functions. This will make biomolecule-based 

materials science and engineering a promising field in a wide range of non-biological 

applications. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1. Background on microtubules (MTs) 

Microtubules are filamentous intracellular structures that are involved in nucleic and 

cell division, organization of intracellular structure, and intracellular transport, as well as 

ciliary and flagellar motility in eukaryotic cells. The ability of microtubules to respond to 

various regulatory signaling results from special structural design features intrinsic to 

unpolymerized and polymerized tubulin molecules, thereby constituting a dynamic 

switch that can be adapted to the specific needs. 

1.1. Structure of microtubules  

A microtubule is a polymer of globular tubulin subunits arranged in a hollow 

cylindrical tube with an outer diameter of 24 nm and a wall thickness of approximately 5 

nm (figure 2.1a). The building blocks of microtubules, tubulin subunits, are composed of 

two gene products, namely a- and ß-tubulin, differing from each other in electrophoretic 

mobility, amino acid sequence, and states of phosphorylation but similar in molecular 

weight (55 kDa) [Eipper, 1972; Luduena, 1973]. They spontaneously bind to each other 

to form a functional unit -- a heterodimer (aß-tubulin monomer). Once the heterodimer 

forms, a-tubulin and ß-tubulin seldom separate under natural conditions. Each tubulin 
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subunit binds two molecules of guanosine triphosphate (GTP). One GTP-binding site, 

located in α-tubulin, binds GTP irreversibly and does not hydrolyze it, whereas the 

second site, located on β-tubulin, binds GTP reversibly and hydrolyzes it to guanosine 

diphosphate (GDP). The second site is called the exchangeable site because GDP can be 

displaced by GTP. The atomic structure of the tubulin subunit reveals that the 

nonexchangeable GTP is trapped at the interface between the αβ-tubulin monomers, 

while the exchangeable GTP lies at the surface of the subunit (Figure 2.1b). 

           

(a)                                                                      (b) 

  
( c ) 

Figure 2.1 Tubulin heterodimer, protofilament and microtubule (a) crosssection of 

microtubule, (b) atomic structure of tubulin heterodimer, (c) structure of tubulin 

protofilament and microtubule. 
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The wall of a microtubule is composed of globular subunits (13), each of which 

consists of a single molecule of the protein tubulin. Under appropriate conditions in vitro, 

heterodimers assemble end-to-end spontaneously to form linear protofilaments - chains of 

heterodimers with alternating a-tubulin and ß-tubulin. Protofilaments, which are aligned 

parallel to the long axis of the tubule, combine to form sheets first, and eventually 

functional microtubules (figure 2.1c).  

A microtubule has a polar structure. Its polarity arises from the head-to-tail 

arrangement of the aß tubulin dimers in a protofilament. Because all protofilaments in a 

microtubule have the same orientation, one end of a microtubule is ended by a-tubulins, 

while the opposite end is ended by ß-tubulins. These two ends of microtubules, which are 

the plus end and minus end, differ in their rates of assembly (figure 2.2a). Once the tube 

is formed, assembly and disassembly can only happen at the two ends of the microtubule. 

1.2 Dynamic instability of microtubules  

Tubulin has a critical concentration (Cc). Above this concentration, polymerization is 

favored, whereas below this concentration depolymerization is favored. Self-assembly 

into the MT begins with nucleation involving tubulin monomers followed by the 

geometry of self-assembly. Tubulin heterodimers become incorporated into a microtubule 

by addition to the ends of the polymer. Although microtubules assemble and disassemble 

at both ends, addition of monomers happens preferentially at the (+) end. When the 
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concentration of αβ-tubulin monomers is diluted below the Cc, the microtubules 

disassemble twice as rapidly at the (+) end as at the (-) end. In the absence of stabilizing 

agents, microtubules exist in a dynamic state with net addition of monomers to the plus 

end and net removal of monomers from the minus end [Schuyler 2001]. In response to 

the concentration of available tubulin monomers in solution, the formation of 

microtubules from tubulin monomers can switch back and forth between growing and 

shortening phases [Mitchison 1984]. This behavior of microtubules is described as 

dynamic instability (figure 2.2b). Dynamic instability leads to the rapid exchange 

between tubulin subunits and polymers. 

 

  rapid 
disassembly 

slow 
growth 

time 

microtubule 
length 

(b) dynamic instability of MTs   

Figure 2.2 Dynamics of microtubules polymerization and depolymerization 

In vitro, the dynamic instability of microtubules occurs at tubulin concentrations 

near the critical concentration of pure tubulin, which is about 0.088 mg/ml [Schilstra 

1991]. The properties of the ends in growth are different from the ends in shrinkage. 

Tubulin polymerization is facilitated by the addition of (GTP), which is incorporated into 
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the exposed ß tubulin of the protofilament and facilitates binding to the adjacent  

heterodimer by undergoing hydrolysis to (GDP). After GTP hydrolysis and phosphate 

release, a slow conformational change in tubulin subunits occurs, resulting in destabilized 

microtubule ends when such subunits become exposed at the ends. But, if other tubulin-

GTP is added to the end before the dissociation of the tubulin-GDP, this end becomes 

stable and grows. Thus, a high concentration of tubulin favors the growth and a weak 

concentration leads to a “cap” of GDP, which induces depolymerization. Moreover, a 

slow hydrolysis of the GTP favors the growth of the microtubule, whereas a high 

hydrolysis favors its shrinkage. Therefore, two main factors affecting MT polymerization 

are tubulin concentration and the rate of GTP hydrolysis, which are closely related to the 

chemical environment such as pH value. 

The polymerization of microtubules is also temperature dependent: at low 

temperatures microtubules tend to depolymerize, whereas at higher temperatures, they 

spontaneously polymerize. At very high temperatures, they will depolymerize again. 

Research shows that Cc of microtubules and microtubule dynamic properties will alter 

with the change of their chemical environment, such as buffer types, concentration of 

glycerol, Mg2+ or Ca2+[Schilstra 1991]. 

 

2. Stability of microtubules 

The ability to control MT polymerization states in vitro offers a significant advantage 
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in the fabrication of templates for metallic nanowires and interconnects over more 

traditional approaches in which material addition is irreversible. As we know from the 

introduction, MTs exhibit dynamic instability at the critical tubulin concentration during 

which they apparently undergo random successive periods of assembly and disassembly. 

In fact, the stability of MTs is very sensitive to a lot of factors, such as pH value, 

temperature, the concentration of some ions, the existence of microtubule-associated 

proteins (MAPs), taxol, glycerol and other drugs or proteins. In order to improve their 

stability during metallization and to control their length, direction, assembly and 

disassembly properties when building MT networks, it is necessary to investigate the 

stability of MTs both in solution and on surfaces. In chapter 3, the effects of pH value, 

temperature, and the presence of several biomolecules on the stability of MTs are 

investigated.   

Electrostatic interactions, Van der Waals forces, and hydrogen bonds are three major 

forces responsible for the three dimensional structure of proteins. Each of these non-

covalent forces by itself is of relatively little strength, but overall of supreme importance 

due to the large number of such interactions. The hydrogen bond is a special case of 

interaction. It is a weak electrostatic interaction resulting from the strong electro-

negativity of O and N. On the other hand, it also obtains some of its interaction energy 

from Van der Waals contact, since the atoms will be closer than non-interacting atoms, 
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and hence the dispersion force will be stronger. 

Electrostatic interactions are of special importance in determining the structure of 

biopolymers due to the long range of these interactions and the substantial charges of 

typical components of biopolymers. Because of bond polarization resulting from 

differences in electro-negativity, most covalent bonds are polarized and thus there are 

effective charges on most atoms. Because charges prefer a high dielectric environment 

(due to favorable free energy of solvation) and attract opposite charges, in the structures 

of most globular proteins, charged side chains are typically at the surface of the protein 

and the relatively few buried charges are often salt-bridged with opposite charges. 

Similar principles are reflected in the structure and formation of protein complexes. 

The classical electrostatic interaction energy are described by Coulomb’s law in terms 

of atomic charges, their distance and the dielectric constant, where materials are 

considered to be homogeneous dielectric media that can be polarized by electrical 

charges. However, in aqueous solutions of bio-macromolecules, such as MT protein 

solutions, macromolecules have very low dielectric constants (typically 2-5), while water 

has a dielectric constant of around 80 and is able to re-orient its dipoles freely. Thus a 

macromolecular system in aqueous solution has two largely different dielectric properties 

for the two components. A very good model treating electrostatic interactions  is the 

Poisson-Boltzmann Equation [Hoing 1995]. This second-order nonlinear elliptic partial 
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differential equation relates the electrostatic potential to the dielectric properties of the 

solute and solvent, the ionic strength of the solution and the accessibility of ions to the 

solute interior, and the distribution of solute atomic partial charges.  

The electrostatic potentials play an important role in the spatial distribution of the 

charges in the proteins, the binding ability of proteins, and even the determination of 

redox potentials [Churg 1986, Gunner 1991]. With the aid of electrostatic calculations of 

protein-protein interaction, large-scale macromolecule assembly can be analyzed and 

predicted [Elcock 2001]. The electrostatic  property of MT structure has been calculated 

by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation numerically using finite difference methods, 

with the overall negative electrostatic potential of MTs with smaller regions of positive 

potential [Baker 2001]. 

The ionization constants of ionizing side chains are dependent on their environment. 

The acid-based ionization constants of ionizable groups in macromolecules are 

significantly different than those of isolated groups in solution [Yang 1993]. Due to the 

shifts in acid-based ionization constants between bound and free forms of a complex, pH 

has large effects on the stability of macromolecules and binding constants [Tanford 1972]. 

pH can affect protonation levels and electrostatic charges between amino groups. Very 

high or very low pHs often destabilize proteins by increasing the electrostatic interactions. 

It seems proteins are destabilized largely due to pKa shifts of only a small number of 
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amino acids in an acidic environment [Yang 1993]. The reversibility of the ability of 

MAP-rich tubulins for assembly has been studied at pH 6.5 –9.5 [Galella 1979]. Other 

people also reported that varying pH value could affect MT polymerization significantly 

by changing the binding affinity between tubulin and drugs, affecting the interaction 

between tubulin and nucleotides, altering the hydrolysis of GTP, etc. [Howell 1999, 

Ringel 1991, Croom 1986, Hamel 1986]. Thus, pH value is a very powerful tool to 

control the stability of MTs in vitro. In our research, pH effects on the MT stability over a 

wide range (from pH2-11) have been studied. 

Another major driving force for protein structure is hydrophobic interactions, by 

minimization of the solvent-exposed non-polar (hydrophobic) surface area. The nature of 

the hydrophobic effect is a consequence of the special properties of liquid water, most 

probably a combination of the strong hydrogen bonding and the small size of water. 

There are a lot of non-polar side chains in proteins, such as leucine, isoleucine, 

phenylalanine, and tryptophan. Water cannot form H bonds with these side chains; thus 

water molecules form ice- like "cages" around these side chains, resulting in a loss of 

entropy if these side chains are solvent exposed. Clustering of these side chains reduces 

this entropic loss (fewer water molecules in a ice- like state). These side chains thus prefer 

to cluster or get buried into the interior of the protein in hydrophobic cores.  
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Hydrophobicity is not just an entropic effect, but it also has both entropic and 

enthalpic contributions, which vary dramatically with temperature. At room temperature 

the effect happens to be mainly entropic. As temperature increases, entropy of unfolding 

increases and overcomes the enthalphic forces holding the protein together. There is also 

breakdown of the "ice cages" around non-polar side chains, weakening the hydrophobic 

effect and destabilizing the protein. At lower temperature, the hydrophobic effect 

weakens - bulk water becomes more ordered and the hydration of non-polar groups (ice 

cage formation) is not as unfavorable as under more reasonable temperatures. Enthalpy 

also decreases at lower temperatures. These changes would also destabilize proteins.  

The most favorable temperature for MT polymerization is the physiological 

temperature, which is 37°C. It is reported that MTs are unstable at high and low 

temperatures [Vulevic 1997, Bayley 1985, Suprenant 1987]. Some microtubules with 

specific functions can withstand temperatures as low as 4°C under certain conditions. It is 

suggested that this cold stablility of MTs is intrinsic to the tubulins, but it is unknown 

whether it depends on different amino acid sequences or posttranslational modifications  

[Wallin 1995, Chaudhuri 1993]. In our reserach, the effect of temperature on MT stability 

has also been studied in chapter 3 to find the narrow range where MTs can survive. 

The ability to suppress microtubule dynamics is often an important consideration 

when designing an experiment in which stable microtubules are required. Some toxins 
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and drugs, which inhibit mitosis in cells, affect polymerization or depolymerization of 

tubulin. Taxol, an anti-cancer drug, stabilizes microtubules by binding to ß-tubulin. This 

binding strongly reduces the ability of the tubulin to dissociate when it becomes exposed 

at the microtubule end  [Arnal 1995, Amos 2004]. It seems that taxol occupies a pocket in 

ß-tubulin that corresponds to an extended structure in a-tubulin. These structures connect 

to both the core helix and the place, where one protofilament makes contact with the 

GTPase domains of the next protofilament [Amos 2000]. Snyder has identified the most 

likely conformation of Taxol by correlating the electron density in the taxol-binding 

pocket in the tubulin map with all known taxol structures. This opened-up structure 

exposes a hydrophobic surface that interacts with a hydrophobic patch on the  surface of 

ß-tubulin. The structures occupying these pockets prohibit lateral contacts by holding the 

important M-loop in place [Nogales 1999, Li 2002], thus stabilizing the tubulin monomer. 

On the other hand, they hold the adenosine triphosphate synthase and second domains in 

a relative orientation that favors the straight protofilament conformation, which would be 

altered by GTP hydrolysis [Amos 1999]. Colchicines bind irreversibly to ß-tubulin 

monomer and block the polymerization by altering the steady state balance between 

assembly and disassembly of MTs [Hastie 1990, Wilson 1986]. Vinblastine suppresses 

the rates of microtubule growth and shortening, and decreases the frequency of 
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transitions from growth or pause to shortening by inhibiting the microtubule dynamics 

[Serlin 1989, Lobert 1999].  

MAPs can also stabilize MTs by altering MT dynamics [Kinoshita 2001, Murphy 

1977, Amos 2004]. A major family of MAPs, called assembly MAPs, is responsible for 

cross- linking microtubules in the cytosol. The overall structure of MAPs consists of an 

amino-terminal projection domain and a carboxyl-terminal microtubule-binding domain 

[Tokuraku 2002]. The projection domain appears as a filamentous arm and can bind to 

membranes, intermediate filaments, or other microtubules. There is evidence that at least 

part of the MAPs binds to a site on ß-tubulin that overlaps with the taxol-binding site 

[Kar 2003]. When MAPs coat the outer wall of a microtubule, tubulin subunits are unable 

to dissociate from the polymer. They can also suppress MT dynamics at very low molar 

stoichiometric levels relative to tubulin [Desai 1997] and even affect MT rigidity 

[Felgner 1997]. In the presence of MAPs and taxol, microtubules can polymerize at 

temperatures below 37oC [Hamel 1981]. The length of intervening segments between 

microtubule binding domains in particular MAPs may determine the spacing of 

microtubules in parallel arrays. By controlling the interactions with various MAPs, it is 

possible to modulate the length of microtubules and the spacing between them. Some 

protein motors, such as kinesin and dynein, can also affect polymerization of MTs by 

binding to them [Hunter 2000]. It is also reported that glycerol can suppress the rate and 
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extent of exchange of tubulin dimers into steady-state microtubules, and thus suppress 

their dynamic instability [Schilstra 1991, Kristofferson 1986, O'Brien 1989, Grego 2001]. 

The degree of MT depolymerization depends on the final glycerol concentration [Lopez 

1990]. The effects of some proteins/drugs, including MAPs, glycerol and taxol, on the 

stability of MTs in different chemical environments are investigated in chapter 3. 

Biomolecules immobilized on surfaces behave differently than in solution, including 

a certain degree of increased molecular stability. Many immobilization strategies have 

been developed and used to study protein adsorption phenomena. These include 

chemisorption as well as physisorption on organic and inorganic supports. Physisorption 

of proteins on glass or organic matrices coated with polymeric materials such as 

polylysine, dialdehyde, and nitrocellulose has been widely used. In fact, spotted 

microarrays of nucleic acids and proteins are mostly based on this type of physical 

adsorption [Schena 1995]. In order to produce MT templates on a silica substrate for the 

fabrication of nanowires with specific length and orientation, the assembly and 

disassembly processes of MTs on this very substrate must be controlled. The fixation of 

biological substances on a silica substrate by covalent crosslinking using, for instance, 

dialdehyde is irreversible and therefore inappropriate for MTs as they could not 

disassemble afterward. MTs can also adhere strongly to the amine-exposed silane 

surfaces, while retaining their biological activity [Turner 1995]. Atomic force microscopy 
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(AFM) measurements of disassembly of MTs electrostatically or covalently bound on 

surfaces show large fluctuations in their disassembly rate [Thomson 2003]. Poly-L-

Lysine (PLL) polymers spontaneously adsorb from aqueous solution onto glass or silicon 

dioxide surfaces that are negatively charged with its polycationic PLL backbone strongly 

interacting with such surfaces [Kenausis 2000, Ruiz-Taylor 2001, Elbert 1998, Faraasen 

2003]. In chapter 3, the disassembly dynamics of MTs immobilized through electrostatic 

interactions with the positively charged amino groups of the PLL film bound to the 

negatively charged glass or silicon surfaces is investigated. 

 

3. Metallization of microtubules 

The common metallization techniques are chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical 

vapor deposition (PVD), electroplating and electroless plating. Among them, CVD and 

PVD need expensive facilities and are not compatible with protein-based nanoscale 

interconnects. Although electroplating has often been used to deposit metals on substrates, 

it requires the substrates to be conductive. Thus, electroplating cannot be used to 

metallize non-conductive proteins. The best choice for protein metallization is electroless 

plating.  

Recently, electroless plating has been conducted to metallize organic materials. It has 

been reported that organic molecules and DNA were used to self-assemble nano-scale 

metal rods by electrochemical replication of porous membranes [Mirbindyo 2001]. 
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Others have coated DNA strands with metal by electroless plating, thus forming a 

conductive wire between two-electrodes [Mertig, 2002; Seidel, 2002; Braun, 1998]. 

Other studies have used polypeptides and/or proteins as templates fo r nanowires. 

Alternatively, electroless plating of proteinaceous nanotubules derived from bacteria’s 

rhapidosomes have been produced [Chow 1993]. Proteins that self-assemble into long 

fibers, such as yeast prion proteins and tubulin, provide biological interactions with a 

naturally high specificity and can serve directly as templates for metal nanowires [Mertig 

1998]. Metallization of MTs has been demonstrated by surface activation with palladium 

followed by electroless plating of nickel [Kirsch, 1997].  

Electroless plating is an autocatalytic process, that is, the metal being deposited 

serves to catalyze the reaction. It occurs simply by immersion of parts in a plating bath. 

No rectifiers, batteries or anodes are involved. The essential elements of the solution are a 

soluble metal salt, such as nickel sulfate, and a reducing agent, such as sodium 

hypophosphite. The metal salts are reduced onto an oxide-free part surface. Because of 

their instability, commonly used electroless plating solutions often include additives such 

as complexing agents, buffers, bath stabilizers and rate promoters. The complexing 

agents prevent the precipitation of metal salts and reduce the concentration of free metal 

ions. Buffers prevent the pH of the solution from decreasing too fast. Stabilizers can 

prevent the homogeneous reaction that triggers the subsequent random decomposition of 
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the entire plating bath. Advantages of electroless plating include an excellent uniformity, 

capability of bulk processing, ability to produce unique catalytic coatings, and ability to 

coat non-conductive materials such as ceramics and plastics. To maintain a constant 

plating rate, tight control of pH and temperature is necessary. Deposition rates increase 

logarithmically as bath temperature increases, but the danger of bath decomposition also 

increases with the temperature of the bath. Metal (e.g., nickel) and reducing agent 

concentrations must also be kept at optimum specified levels.  

Among many kinds of electroless plating, copper and nickel are most widely used. 

Virtually all commercial electroless copper solutions use formaldehyde as a reducing 

agent. The typical pH value of electroless copper plating bath is 12+, and the temperature 

range is from room temperature to 125 F (52 ºC). According to our stability study, MTs 

can rarely survive in this bath.  

Table 2.1. Nickel reducing agents 

Reducing agent  Molecular Weight pH range Eo (volts) 

Sodium hypophosphite 
(NaH2PO2?H2O) 106 4-6 

7-10 
0.499 
1.57 

Sodium Borohydride 
(NaBH4), 38 12-14 1.24 

Dimethylamine Borane 
(DMAB, (CH3)2NHBH3) 59 6-10 --- 

Hydrazine  
(N2H4?H2O) 

32 8-11 1.16 
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Another widely used electroless coating is electroless Nickel plating. Typically, four 

reducing agents are used in the chemical reduction of Nickel from aqueous solution. They 

are Sodium Hypophosphite (NaH2PO2?H2O), Sodium Borohydride (NaBH4), 

Dimethylamine Borane (DMAB, (CH3)2NHBH3) and Hydrazine (N2H4?H2O). The four 

reducing agents are structurally similar in that each contains two or more reactive 

hydrogens, and nickel reduction results from the catalytic dehydrogeneration of the 

reducing agent. Table 2.1 gives a summary of Nickel reducing agents. During Nickel 

electroless plating, a small amount of phosphous or boron will be deposited together with 

Nickel. It is the inclusion of P or B in the respective nickel alloys (Ni-P and Ni-B) that 

determines the properties of each alloy.  

Table 2.2. Typical Electroless Baths for Nickel-boron Plating 

Control Element  Borohydride-reduced  Aminoborane-reduced  
Nickel chloride  31 g/L  ----  

Nickel sulfate  ----  25 g/L  
Sodium hydroxide  42 g/L  ----  
Sodium acetate  ----  15 g/L  

Ethylenediamine, 98%  52 ml/L  ----  
DMAB  ----  4 g/L  

Sodium borohydride  1.2 g/L  ----  
Thallium nitrate  0.022 g/L  ----  
Lead acetate  ----  0.002 g/L  

pH  14.0  5.9  
Temperature  93-95 °C/200-205 °F  26 °C/78 °F  
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Nickel-phosphorus electroless plating is produced most commonly from acidic 

hypophosphite baths and imparts excellent corrosion resistance and low surface friction 

properties. The typical temperature is 180 to 195 F (82 to 91 ºC) for nickel-phosphorus. 

Nickel-boron alloys, produced from boron-based reducing agents, are used in a small 

percent of electroless nickel-plating operations. Low-boron coatings are used in 

electronic applications as a replacement for gold; higher-boron coatings provide a hard 

surface that can prevent galling in iron and nickel. Table 2.2 describes recommended 

compositions for several electroless nickel-plating baths. 

Nickel electroless plating was chosen for MT templates metallization. Because of its 

neutral environment and operation at close to room temperature, DMAB was selected as 

the reducing agent of the electroless Ni plating bath. In the BH3 molecule, the boron octet 

is incomplete, that is, boron has a low-lying orbital that it does not use in bonding, owing 

to a shortage of electrons. As a consequence of the incomplete octet, BH3 can behave as 

an electron acceptor (Lewis acid). Thus, electron pair donors (Lewis bases), such as 

amines form 1:1 complexes with BH3, and thereby satisfy the incomplete octet of boron. 

The linkage between BH3, and dimethylamine is illustrated by the following: 

 

The amine boranes are covalent compounds whereas borohydrides such as Na+BH4
- are 

completely ionic, that is, Na+BH4
- = Na+ + BH4

-. Although the amine boranes do not 
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ionize, one of the atoms has a greater affinity for the electrons than the other and the bond 

will therefore be polar: 

 

In this case, the electrons are displaced toward the boron atom, giving the boron atom 

excess negative character, whereas the nitrogen atom displays excess positive charge. 

The electrical polarity of a molecule, expressed as its dipole moment, plays an important 

role in the reactions of covalent compounds. 

Studies indicate that the molar ratio  of nickel ions reduced to DMAB molecules 

consumed is approximately 1:l [Mallory, 1971]. Lelental suggests that nickel deposition 

with DMAB is dependent on the adsorption of the reducing media on the catalyst surface, 

followed by cleavage of the N-B bond of the adsorbed amine borane [Lelental, 1975]. 

The adsorption step is consistent with the polar nature of the DMAB molecule. The  

mechanism can be illustrated as follows: 

Nickel oxidation, including the ionization of water, is: 

3Ni+2 + 2R2NHBH3 + 6H20 -- > 3Ni0 + 2R2NH2
+ + 2B(OH)3 + 3H2 + 4H+ 

Boron reduction: 

R2NHBH3 --> R2NH + BH3 + H2 + H+ -- > R2NH2+ + B + 51/2 H2 

The sums of these two equations gives: 

3Ni2+ + 3R2NHBH3 + 6H20 -- > 3Ni0 + B + 3R2NH2
+ + 2B(OH)3 + 9/2H2 + 3H+ 

The redox process for the electroless deposition using DMAB has to occur on a 
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catalytic surface. Because the microtubule protein surface is essentially a nonconductor, 

the experiment included surface treatment with a catalyst. Thus, a two-step procedure 

was used for electroless Ni plating of MT: surface activation and metal deposition. 

As we know, the chemical environment is critical for MTs to survive. The 

electrostatic potential is closely related to the ionic strength of the solution and other 

factors.  The ionic strength of the medium has a significant effect on MTs polymerization 

[Kuriyama 1974]. The reported optimal ionic strength for MT assembly is between 0.08 

and 0.1.  With a low ionic strength, only a low concentration of MTs can form during 

assembly, while with a higher ionic strength MTs will depolymerize [Lee 1974]. During 

electroless plating, MTs will be exposed to harsh chemical environments, which may 

promote their disassembly. Therefore it is necessary to study the stability of MTs during 

the process of electroless plating. Besides studying the stability of MTs, in chapter 4, we 

analyze the key intermediate products during MT electroless plating. We also detail the 

morphological, microstructural and compositional characterization of metallized 

microtubules in that chapter, using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM), X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and AFM.  

 

4. Building MT networks 

The MT is a polarized polymer with each end exhibiting unique and specific 
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biochemical moieties. We will take advantage of this polarity, and the high chemical 

specificity inherent in these differing ends, to direct MT attachment to surfaces, devices, 

etc. Proteins and other biomolecules can change structural conformations in response to 

external chemical and physical environments, self-assemble reversibly into polymers and 

have specific recognition ability. This research allows us to understand the fundamental 

aspects of specific biomolecule-substrate recognition and immobilization, and to design 

and tailor structures and functions of biomolecules for non-biological applications. 

To build MT networks on surfaces or devices, people have to attach two ends of MT 

through chemical anchors that can specifically recognize either end of the MT. The 

immobilization technique used to attach the biological material to the device surface is 

crucial to the operational behavior of interconnects. It needs to be compatible with the 

biomolecule being immobilized. In general, the anchoring ligands should be tightly 

bound, chemically and structurally stable, with no loss of the nucleation activity.  

A lot of work has been done to attach biomolecules to the surface of Si wafers. In one 

approach, an alkyl silane and a nucleophilic reagent are used to join the biomolecule to 

the Si surface [Turner 1995]. The second method involves crosslinking with 

glutaraldehyde to couple the biomolecules and physisorbed albumin molecules [Inomata 

2002]. Joensson reported that biomolecules such as antibodies, antigens, or enzymes were 

covalently attached to the surface-modified Si via a thiol disulfide exchange reaction 
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[Joensson 1983]. A third approach involves covalently binding the biomolecules with 

organic linkers such as N-succinimidyl-3-(2-pyridyldithio) propionate (SPDP) and N-(g-

maleimidobutyryloxy) succinimide (GMBS). The linkers can be used to covalently attach 

various molecules to the surface including small molecules such as fluorescent probes 

and large biomolecules such as proteins and enzymes [Bradley 2003].  

In our research, organic linkers will be employed to specifically immobilize the 

anchoring proteins on Si wafer. Those organic linkers are often used in ligand couplers. 

One of the couplers binds to the proteinin solution, while the other is covalently 

immobilized onto a modified substrate via functional groups, such as amino-acid side 

chains (lysine), carboxyl groups (aspartate and glutamate) and sulfhydryl groups 

(cysteine). The linker and its counterpart of the coupler can recognize and bind to each 

other with high affinity. Immobilization by this method is very strong and irreversible, 

without any loss of activity if properly controlled. The commonly used organic ligand 

couplers are a Glutathione S-transferase (GST)/glutathione (Glu-Cys-Gly), and an 

avidin/biotin. People also used biotin-modified self-assemble monolayers to bridging 

avidin-modified protein tubules on two Au pads on glass substrate [Matsui 2001]. 

Besides ligand couplers, peptide is another choice for MT binding on substrates. The 

peptide monomer contains 7–8 residues and has a hydrophilic head composed of aspartic 

acid and a tail of hydrophobic amino acids such as alanine, valine, or leucine. Whaley 
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showed that one could use combinational phage-display libraries to grow peptides with 

high specificity, so that they can bind to different semiconductor surfaces [Whaley 2000]. 

The selection of organic ligands and surface functionalization of substrates will be 

studied in chapter 5. 

By taking advantage of the MT’s structural polarity, MTs can be oriented between 

targets. Two strategies are to be considered to direct the fabrication of an oriented MT 

interconnect. The first is to affix pre-made MTs to pattern anchors. The second is to 

initiate MT polymerization from patterned nucleation complexes thus forming the MT 

array “in situ.” A single interconnect connection will be comprised of an anchoring 

molecule which is attached at one end to the substrate and the other end to a capping 

agent bound to a MT end that can recognize the anchoring ligand patterned on the other 

target. 

Method A: Using pregrown MT 

Some methods, including the fluid flow and using kinesin protein motors, take 

advantage of the polarity of MTs to direct pre-grown MTs. The most popular method for 

directing biomolecules is fluid flow. Fluid shear stresses orient the biomolecules parallel 

to the flow. Flow-induced alignment of non-spherical particles provides a practical and 

inexpensive way to arrange these particles. Loren took advantage of the polarity and 

specificity of biological interactions to flow-align pre-grown MTs immobilized onto a 
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silica substrate using a single-chain antibody that binds a-tubulin exposed at the MT 

minus end (Figure 2.3) [Loren, 2001]. DNA was successfully oriented using fluid flow 

technique on a pre-patterned structure [Maubach 2003]. Because building interconnects 

requires the MT to connect two specific points, the orientation of the MT should be very 

precisely controlled. The fluid flow approach depends on the size of flow device, which 

is in micron scale. This makes fluid flow hard to be applied in the fabrication of 

nanowires.  

 

Figure 2.3 Control the MT alignment by fluid flow [Loren, 2001]. 

Another way to direct pre-grown MTs is using pre-deposited protein motors. In the 

absence of centrosomes in cell, a set of randomly growing microtubules can be organized 

into an astral array by some protein motors. They have an inherent ability to recognize 

the intrinsic polarity of MTs [Vorobjev 2001, Verde 2001, Ne´de´lec 1997, Urrutia 

1991]. When they hydrolyze a molecule of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the motor 

proteins can move microtubules through a certain distance by undergoing a series of 

conformational changes, which introduce strain into attached filaments. [Highchi 1997]. 
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People used adhesive tracks and open microfabricated channels, which are coated with 

the motor proteins, to guide microtubules (Figure 2.4) [Clemmens 2003, Hess 2002]. The 

force generated by pre-deposited kinesin protein motors can move pre-grown MT along 

its track as shown in Figure 2.4a, until the minus end of MT hit the pre-patterned nuclei 

and get bound by the nuclei (Figure 2.4b).  

Although pre-deposited kinesin protein motors can be used to move pre-grown MTs, 

patterning those protein tracks still requires use of top-down techniques. Therefore, it is 

not compatible with our strategy.  

   

Figure 2.4 directing pre-grown MT using Kinesin protein motors (a) Moving MTs 

using selectively adsorbed motors on adhesive tracks, (b) Protein motors could direct 

the MT through a certain distance towards the anchoring proteins 

 

Method B: Growing MTs from specific sites and capturing them afterward 

Microtubules are employed by cells for many different purposes, being vitally 

involved in cell motility and division. Within the cell, the slower-growing microtubule 

minus ends are tethered to microtubule-organizing centers (MTOC), and the faster 

growing plus ends extend into the cytoplasm (figure 2.5). The built- in mechanism in cells 
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for focusing most microtubules is nucleation from centrosomes. Hundreds of 

microtubules keep growing outward from a centrosome all the time, with some of them 

extending for many microns, so that their plus end is at the edge of the cell. Each of these 

microtubules is a highly dynamic structure that can shorten as well as lengthen. After 

growing outward for many minutes by adding subunits, its plus end may undergo a 

sudden transition that causes it to lose subunits, so that the microtubule shrinks rapidly 

inward and may disappear. The star- like microtubule network originates from the 

centrosome, and is constantly sending out new microtubules to replace the old ones that 

have depolymerized.  

 

Figure 2.5 In a cell, microtubules grow from MT organization centers, end ing at some 

cortical sites. 

By such behavior, microtubules nucleating from centrosomes were proposed to act as 

search devices. The microtubule network in a cell is highly dynamic. Microtubules grow 

and retract, continually probing the cellular environment. Upon contacting capture sites, 
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they would be stabilized, forming patterns. Physical interactions between microtubules 

and capture sites on the cortex, or the chromosome (the kinetochore), are thought to arise 

by a ‘search and capture’ mechanism driven by the dynamic instability of microtubules 

[kirschner, 1986]. Dynamic instability together with spatially defined sites of nucleation 

and capture allows self-organization of structures.  

The proposed method of our research is to mimic what the cell does for building MT 

networks on Si wafer as templates for nanoscale metallic interconnects. In order to realize 

this, one should select and make nuclei for MT growth, interface the nuclei and the 

capturing proteins with substrates, directionally grow MTs from specific sites on the 

microchip toward some target sites, select and make capturing proteins, capture the plus 

end of MT, and disassemble the MTs, which are not capped (or stabilized).  

Chapter 5 focuses on directional assembly of microtubules from a functionalized Au 

electrode surface on Si wafer. In that chapter, gold electrode surface functionalization, 

selecting and making the nucleation protein, organic linker selection, and nucleating and 

directing MT growth from the local region on Si wafer will be addressed in detail. 
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CHAPTER 3  

MICROTUBULE STABILITY STUDY 

 

This chapter focuses on studying assembly and disassembly properties of 

microtubules in solution and on a modified Si surface. As we know from the introduction, 

MTs exhibit dynamic instability at a critical tubulin concentration during which they 

apparently undergo random successive periods of assembly and disassembly. Additionally, 

the stability of MTs is very sensitive to some parameters of the chemical environment, 

such as pH value, temperature, ionic strength, and the presence of some drugs and 

proteins. The ability to control MT polymerization states offers a significant advantage in 

the fabrication of templates for metallic nanowires and interconnects over traditional 

approaches in which material addition is irreversible. In order to achieve better 

understanding of how to control the assembly and disassembly of microtubules in 

different chemical environments for building a MT network and its metallization, it is 

necessary to investigate the stability of MTs in different chemical environments.  

At first, MTs were successfully polymerized in buffer solutions and were briefly 

characterized using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy, immuno-

fluorescence microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The length 

distribution of MTs assembled in solution was measured by a submicron particle sizer. 

Secondly, the stability of microtubules in solution was tested with various parameters, 
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such as pH, temperature and the presence of taxol. At last, the dynamics of disassembly 

of microtubules deposited on surfaces was also studied experimentally and theoretically 

to investigate how a charged surface affects the kinetics of dissociation of attached MTs 

in pure water. 

1. Polymerization of MTs  

In this work, high purity tubulin proteins (>99% tubulin monomer) was used to 

assemble MTs, which was prepared from bovine brain extracts (Cytoskeleton Inc), and 

was stored at –70oC in G-PEM buffer (pH 6.8). The buffer contained 80 mM Piperazine-

N, N’-bis [2-ethanesulfonic acid sequisodium salt (PIPES), 1mM Magnesium chloride 

(MgCl2); 1 mM Ethylene glcol-bis(b-amino-ethyl ether) N,N,N’,N’-tetra-acetic 

acid(EGTA) and 1 mM Guanosine 5’-triphosphate (GTP). 

In-vitro MT assembly was performed in PEM 80 buffer with a final concentration of 

tubulin of 1.5 mg/ml, which is much higher than the critical concentration of MTs. 

Polymerization was performed by the addition of GTP (final concentration is 0.25mM) or 

GTP + taxol (final concentration is 10µM) with taxol either being included in the reaction 

or added after polymerization takes place. Two approaches were taken in polymerizing 

MTs. The first approach is the polymerization of MTs with taxol being added as a 

stabilizing agent after polymerization of the MTs was completed. The second approach 

involved polymerization of MTs in the presence of taxol. During these approaches, the 
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solutions were rotated at low speed (15rpm) for 30min at 37oC for polymerization. Then, 

the solution was centrifuged at 14500g for 30 minutes to separate MTs from the un-

polymerized tubulin. A small semitransparent pellet of MTs was found at the bottom of 

the centrifuged tube. The supernatant was removed and about 5-fold volume of PEM 80 

buffer was added to re-suspend the MTs. 

The existence of MTs was checked by fluorescence microscopy, differential 

interference contrast (DIC) system and SEM respectively. Optical characterization of 

MTs was conducted with an epi- fluorescence microscope. MTs were visualized by 

fluorescence immuno-labeling using a monoclonal antibody directed against ß tubulin as 

the primary antibody (anti-ß-tubulin, clone TUB 2.1, Sigma Inc.). Prepared MTs were 

incubated with the primary antibody for 30 min at room temperature, a secondary goat 

antibody, conjugated with Cy3 and directed against mouse IgG (Sigma Inc.) was mixed 

with the primary antibody- labeled MT for 30min. Between and after these stages, PBS 

buffer (Phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4) was used for washing. The suspension was 

then deposited on a poly L- lysine coated microscope glass slide. Figure 3.1 shows that 

the concentration of MT polymer is very high for this solution, which was already diluted 

from the stock solution for 50 times using PEMTAX (PEM80 buffer + 20um taxol). MTs 

are well separated and do not form bundles.  
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Other techniques for rendering contrast in transparent specimens, (DIC) microscopy 

and Field Emission Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) have also been used to check 

the existence of MTs after the polymerization. In order to view the microtubules, a flow 

cell, which was made of a cleaned and Poly-L-lysine coated (24 mm x 40 mm) 

microscope slide and a cover glass on top, was prepared for DIC microscopy (Appendix 

II). The MTs solution was injected into this cell to fill it completely. MTs were observed 

using a DIC system with oil lens. 

 

Figure 3.1. Fluorescence microscopy image (20X) of MTs polymerized at pH6.9. 

The DIC and SEM characterization presented microtubules with more details 

(Figure 3.2) than the fluorescence microscope. The photograph in Figure 3.2a was taken 

upon magnifying the microtubules 250 times. Some microtubules were far longer than 

the width of the screen. The MT sample for SEM in Figure 3.2b was prepared by 
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dropping microtubules solution onto a cleaned cover slip first, followed by supercritical 

carbon dioxide cleaning and coating a thin layer of gold onto the cover slip surface. In 

both images, single microtubules can be identified clearly with a diameter of 

approximately 25 nm. 

All results of fluorescence microscope, DIC and SEM characterization prove that a 

very high concentration of microtubules with various lengths can be obtained at pH6.9 

and physiological temperature (37 ?C) using these procedures. 

  

Figure 3.2. a) DIC characterization results of MTs polymerized at pH6.9 (The screen 

width corresponded to a width of approximately 20 µm in the flow cell); b) SEM 

characterization image of MTs polymerized at pH6.9 

The length distribution of pure microtubules stabilized with taxol after 

polymerization was measured using a COULTER N4 Plus Sub-micron particle sizer at 

room temperature, by passing light through the solution with different incidence angles. 

Shown in Figure 3.3, the detected mean length of microtubules is 20.6 microns, with a 

standard deviation of 3.3 microns. They are long enough for interconnects for most 

(a) (b) 
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applications in logic circuits and arrays in most cases, but we still need to be able  to 

control the lengths of MTs to meet the specific requirements of making nano networks. 

 

Figure 3.3 SDP intensity vs. size of pure MTs 

2. pH test of MTs 

As we know from the introduction, pH is one of the most important factors 

determining the stability of microtubules in solution. The pH value has effects on the 

hydrolysis of the GTP to GDP during the polymerization of microtubules, which liberate 

a free inorganic phosphate and a hydrogen ion. In addition, pH affects the binding affinity 

between tubulin and stabilizing biomolecules. The stability of MTs in solutions was 

tested with different pH over the range of pH 2.0-12.0 at room temperature.  

Since we only need to check the stability of MTs in solutions with different pH 

values, pre-grown MTs were transferred from pH6.9 into PEM 80 buffer solution with 

different pH. Due to very high concentration of microtubules in stock solution, MT 

dilutions with proper low concentrations have to be used to get recognizable single 
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microtubules under the fluorescence microscope. After remaining at room temperature 

for different periods of time (1 min, 3 min, 5 min, 10 min, and 30 min), MTs were 

immediately fixed using the same amount of solution of 3% Glutaradehyde for at least 3 

minutes. The fixed MT solution was transferred onto a poly-L-Lysine coated slide for 

observation using an epi-fluorescence microscope.  

Pure MTs polymerized with taxol stabilization after growth were at first tested with 

varying pH ranging from 2 to 12. With very low pH (=2.0) and very high pH (=12.0), 

MTs cannot survive even for a very short time. In the medium pH range, from pH 3 to pH 

11, MTs with different concentrations can be found in solution. Figure 3.4a is the 

negative control with no microtubule as a reference. Other images in Figure 3.4 show the 

concentrations of pure microtubules in the solutions with different pH values. The 

concentration of MTs increases slowly from pH 4 to pH 6, where the highest 

concentration is obtained. The concentration of MTs remains high between pH 4 and pH 

8. At pH 9, MT concentration decreased. In solutions away from the central pH range, 

such as pH 3, pH 10, and pH 11, a few very short MTs were found.  
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Figure 3.4 Fluorescence microscope images of MTs with taxol stabilization after growth 

in solutions ranging from pH 2 to pH 12 for 3 minutes. (a. Negative control, b. pH 2, c. 

pH 3, d. pH 4, e. pH 5, f. pH 6, g. pH 7, h. pH 8, i.pH 9, j.pH 10, k.pH 11, and l.pH 12) 

(c) (a) (b) 

(d) (e) (f) 

(g) (h) (i) 

(j) (k) (l) 
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Figure 3.5 MT stability at different pH for pure MTs and MTs stabilized with taxol, and 

(taxol + glycerol). (a) Normalized concentration of MTs, (b) Average MT length after 3-

minute exposure. The MT concentration was measured by counting the number of MTs 

in each image. They are normalized by setting the highest concentration as one. The 

length of MTs was measured directly from the images. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The stability of MTs stabilized with taxol/MAPs/glycerol during growth in solution 

with different pH has been investigated. Those MTs exhibit similar stability trends. 

Figure 3.5 shows the change of taxol-stabilized MT concentration and their average 

length versus pH value. Compared with that of pure MTs, stabilized MTs behaved 

differently at varying pHs. With very low pH (=2.0) and very high pH (=12.0), MTs 

cannot survive as well as pure MTs. Although the concentrations of MTs at all pH levels 

decreased, the pH range having high MT concentrations expands from pH3.0 to pH11.0 

(shown in Figure 3.5).  With the pH increasing, both MT concentrations and their average 

lengths remain high even at pH 11. When it comes to pH 12, all MTs depolymerized. It is 

different from pH test results of pure MTs, in that the concentration and length of MTs 

drops very quickly when pH value exceeds 9. The results suggest that these stabilized 

MTs are more resistant to pH change than pure MTs. MTs found in solutions with pH 

from 4 to 8 were slightly longer and with higher concentrations than those in solutions 

with other pH values. It means that MTs at pH from 4 to 8 are relatively more stable than 

others.  

As we know from the literature review, the acidic C-terminal residues of tubulin, 

which project flexibly from the outermost surface, inhibit microtubule assembly, 

presumably by charge repulsion. Very high or very low pHs often destabilize MT 

structure by increasing the electrostatic repulsions between tubulins. It is known that 
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taxol stabilizes tubulin polymers by binding in a pocket between the 'M-loop' and the 

'central helix' of ß-tubulin.  Positively charged molecules such as MAPs can promote 

assembly both by neutralizing the effect of the acidic tubulin C-termini and by linking 

other negatively charged regions of the outer surface. Glycerol significantly inhibits the 

dynamic instability of MTs. All of them can keep the treadmilling and dynamic 

instability of MTs at both plus and minus ends at very slow velocities or near steady state 

assembly. The disassembly of MTs is usually caused by GTP hydrolysis, which converts 

an initially stable polymeric structure into an unstable one. After GTP hydrolysis, the 

strain at the interfaces between longitudinal subunits in the helical lattice is balanced by 

lateral interactions. When pre-made MTs were incubated in the buffers with different pH 

values, the hydrolysis of GTP could change, resulting in the change of conformation of 

tubulins and protofilament and the destabilization of MT structure. In our case, the 

binding of Taxol/MAPs/glycerol to tubulins or MT lattice would favor the straight 

heterodimer conformation and hold the protofilaments together, thus significantly 

reduced the disassembling rate of MTs at high pH values. 
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Figure 3.6 Fluorescence microscope images of pure MTs  with taxol stabilization after 

growth after staying in PEM80 with pH4 for a)1 minutes, b)5 minutes, c)10 minutes, and 

d)30 minutes. The curved MTs on this image were due to the fixation of glutaradehyde. 

The stability of MTs polymerized with (Taxol+MAPs) or (Taxol+glycerol) has also 

been studied at different pH. These MTs can also survive at pH as high as 11. When 

lowering the pH value, the concentration of MTs decreases gradually from pH 7, where 

the highest concentration is obtained, to pH 2, where all MTs are disassembled. At a pH 

lower than 6, fewer MTs appeared, compared with the highest concentration in this series 

of experiments. Note that the average length of surviving MTs increases. It suggests MTs 

were unstable at these pHs. This could be caused by the influence of interactions between 

(c) 

(a) (b) 

(d) 
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the stabilizers on the MT stability. For instance, when Taxol and MAPs are used together 

to polymerize MTs, because their binding sites overlap, Taxol affects the amount of 

MAPs bound onto MTs, and vice versa [Hamel 1981, Kar 2003]. With the weakened 

effect of Taxol/MAPs on MT stability, a lot of short MTs appeared unstable and 

disassembled. The long MTs would be caused by the high availability of tubulin dimers 

released by the disassembled short MTs. 
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Figure 3.7 (a) Normalized concentration and (b) average length of surviving MTs at pH4 

at different times. The concentration of MTs is normalized by setting the highest 

(a) 

(b) 
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concentration of MTs as one. In each graph, curve a). Taxol stabilized MTs staying in 

PEMTAX (PEM80 buffer + 20µm taxol); b). Taxol stabilized MTs staying in PEM80 

buffer; c). Pure MTs staying in PEM80 buffer.  

We also studied the stability of MTs in solutions as a function of time at different pH 

levels. At all pH levels, MTs including pure MTs and stabilized MTs, behaves similarly. 

Figure 3.6 is fluorescence microscope images of pure MTs  after staying at pH 5 in 

PEM80 for different time periods. At a fixed pH value, MTs disassembled in buffer 

solution with time evolving. The further the pH value away from the central pH range 

(pH 4-7) on both sides, the faster MTs disassemble versus time.  

Experiments have also been done to investigate the effect of the presence of Taxol in 

solution on the stability of MTs. Figure 3.7 (a) shows the change of the concentration of 

surviving MTs at pHs versus time As long as the exposure time of MTs in solution is 

very short, the presence of taxol in the PEM80 dilution buffer has little effect on the 

stability of MTs. When diluting in PEM80 buffer, the concentrations of both taxol 

stabilized MTs (case b) and pure MTs (case c) decreased gradually versus time. The 

average lengths of MTs also reduced gradually as a function of time (Figure 3.7(b)). In 

30 minutes at all pH levels, most of them depolymerized. However, with the presence of 

taxol in solution, the concentration of taxol-stabilized MTs (case a) remains almost 

unchanged in 30 minutes in buffer solution, and the average length of MTs decreased 

very slowly. The results show that the disassembling rate of taxol-MTs in PEM80 is 
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higher than that of taxol-MTs in PEMTAX, but lower than that of pure MTs in PEM80. 

Pure MTs and MTs stabilized with Taxol, MAPs, or glycerol, behave similarly both in 

PEM80 buffer and in PEMTAX over a period of 30 minutes. It indicates that the presence 

of taxol in solution can significantly improve the stability of MTs. 

The effects of taxol on MT structure are different when assembly is carried out in the 

presence of taxol compared to when taxol is added after assembly. When taxol was added 

to pre-made MTs, the only structural change was a slight shift in the relative position of 

adjacent protofilaments [Wilson 1985]. When MTs were assembled in the presence of 

taxol, the tubulin molecule appears to be longer than it is in the tubulin–GDP lattice of 

standard microtubules. It has been reported that when tubulin is already incorporated in 

the microtubule lattice the taxol-binding site is partially exposed, but accessible [Arnal 

1995]. When taxol is sufficient so that it can saturate every subunits of the MT lattice and 

can provide enough free taxol to bind taxol- free subunits efficiently at MT ends, a 

maxium effect of taxol on MT stability will be reached. During the polymerization of our 

research, the concentrations of tubulin and taxol are 13.6µM and 10µM respectively, 

which means there is not enough taxol to bind to all tubulin dimers. Therefore, MTs 

polymerized in the presence of taxol still disassembled, although they disassembled with 

a slightly lower rate than that of pure MTs. When diluting taxol-MTs into the buffer 
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solution with taxol, it would provide sufficient taxol both bound on the MT lattice and 

around the end of MTs. MTs were largely stabilized by the addition of taxol in solution.  

After staying in solutions for 20 hours, the concentration of MTs at all pH levels 

slightly reduced. Very long MTs (some of them were longer than 100 microns) were 

found with pH slightly away from pH6-7. This is because after continuous growth and 

shrinkage cycles, tubulin dimers provided by disassembled MTs incorporated into other 

MTs to form very long ones.  

3. Thermal stability of MTs 

Temperature is also an important factor controlling the assembly and disassembly of 

MTs. Electroless plating is generally carried out at higher temperatures than 

physiological temperature, at which MTs are stable. MTs are often in a state of dynamic 

instability (half life of approximately 10 min). They oscillate between assembly and 

disassembly. It is possible that microtubules will decompose at the temperatures of 

electroless plating, which is not in the narrow temperature range for MTs to survive. In 

order to improve the overall efficiency of electroless plating, it is necessary for us to 

study the stability of microtubules at a wider range of temperatures. 

Temperature tests were performed at various  pH values by diluting MT stock solution 

into PEMTAX to investigate the stability of MTs at different temperatures from 0ºC to 

55ºC. The pH values of PEMTAX buffer solution were selected ranging from 3 to 11, at 
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which MTs can survive. After staying at the dilutions at different pH for a certain amount 

of time, the concentrations and lengths of surviving MTs were checked using the 

fluorescence microscope under different conditions.  
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Figure 3.8 Percentage and average length of surviving glycerol-MTs at different  

temperatures at pH5 for 3 minutes. The percentage of MTs is determined by setting the 

highest concentration of MTs as one. This graph is a typical result of pre-made MTs after 

staying in different temperatures for 3 minutes. All kinds of MTs including pure MTs and 

Taxol/MAPs/glycerol-stabilized MTs, follow the same trend at different pH levels.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3.8 clearly demonstrates that the temperature range over which MTs is stable 

is from 12ºC to 37ºC (it might extend to 40ºC). Our results confirm that the premium 

temperature for the stability of MTs is the physiological temperature (37ºC) at all pH 

levels. At 37ºC, MTs in solution were the longest and their concentration was the the 

highest among all tested temperatures. As the temperature increased above 37ºC, MTs 

depolymerized quickly. When the temperature reached 46ºC, which is only 9ºC higher 

than the premium temperature for stable MTs, most of MTs disassembled and only a very 

small number of MTs appeared in solution. As the temperature was lowered from 37ºC, 

the concentration of MTs decreased slightly until 12ºC, beyond which the concentrations 

of MTs decreased significantly all the way down to zero. At temperatures below 0ºC and 

more than 55ºC, MTs cannot survive even for several minutes, regardless of the pH value, 

or the presence of taxol in the solution. Occasionally, we found a few star-shaped clusters 

under some harsh conditions even at a temperature as high as 55ºC, while most of the 

single MTs disassembled (Figure 3.9). These asters may not be MTs. If they are MT 

asters, how these asters formed in solution and why they can survive at such a high 

temperature could be an interesting topic of further study. 
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Figure 3.9 Fluorescent microscope images of surviving star-shaped MT clusters at 55ºC. 

 

4. MT disassembly dynamics on PLL modified surface 

The development of MT-based interconnect technology necessitates compatibility 

with commonly used microelectronics chemical environments. In this section, we present 

the experimental methods and measurements of time for complete dissociation of free 

MTs and MTs adsorbed on PLL films in ultra pure water. A kinetic Monte Carlo model 

that accounts for a lower dissociation rate of heterodimers adsorbed on the PLL film is 

used to simulate the dynamic instability of MTs attached onto the PLL modified substrate. 

The model and the results of simulations are given. The experimental and the simulation 

results are compared and discussed. We show that (a) MAP-rich MTs are unstable in 

microelectronic grade ultra pure water, (b) the disassembly dynamics in ultra pure water 

of MTs deposited on PLL film coated silicon dioxide substrates (glass or thermal oxide 

on silicon wafer) is reduced, and (c) the slower MT disassembly is due to a smaller 
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dissociation rate of the tubulin heterodimers adsorbed on the PLL film that may result 

from the electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged heterodimers and the 

positively charged PLL film. 

4.1. Experimental approach and results 

 In-vitro MT assembly was performed in PEM 80 buffer with a final concentration of 

MAP-rich tubulin of 1.5 mg/ml. Polymerization was performed by the addition of GTP 

and Taxol for 30min at 37oC. After separating MTs from the unpolymerized tubulin by 

centrifuge, the pellet was resuspended in 250-fold volume of fresh PEMTAX solution. 

The graft poly-L-Lysine (PLL) copolymers were spontaneously adsorbed from dilute 

aqueous solution onto negatively charged surfaces such as glass and metal oxide surfaces 

(including silicon oxides, titanium oxides and niobium oxides). In the field of biology, 

poly-L-Lysine coated glass slides are frequently used to attach cells and tissues. In our 

research, glass slides coated with a PLL film were prepared as follows: the slides were 

immersed in a mixture of 600 µL of PLL solution (Sigma Diagnostics Inc, PLL, 0.1% 

w/v in water with thimerosal, 0.01%, added as a preservative) and 300ml of ethanol for 

20min, and then dried at 60oC. Wafers coated with PLL were considered good only for 3 

days after coating. A small drop of the diluted MTs solution was placed onto the Poly (L-

lysine) coated slide, standing for 30 minutes for MTs to sediment onto the slide surface. 

The slide was then rinsed in double distilled water for 0, 1, 5 and 10 minutes. MTs were 
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visualized by fluorescence immuno-labeling using a monoclonal antibody (in PBS buffer) 

directed against ß tubulin as the primary antibody. 

       

     

Figure 3.10 Fluorescence microscopy pictures of MTs adsorbed on glass slides coated 

with a Poly(L- lysine) film immersed in pure water for (a) 0 min, (b) 1 min, (c) 5 min (d) 

10 min. Immersion in pure water for 10 min yielded a surface free of MTs. The bright 

dots on these images may be due to the Poly(L-lysine) film formed on the surface. 

During our experiments, the surface coatings of the PLL on the glass surface were 

similar to results reported in the literature for coatings with 1 mg/ml bulk solutions of 

PLL formulations [Vondele 2003, Taylor 2001, haber 1965]. Values reported for similar 

derivatives are around 180 ng/cm2 [Vondele 2003]. In our experimental protocols we 

(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 
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used approximately 3 cm2 of coated surface. The amount of PLL adsorbed on the glass 

surface would be roughly 540 ng. This value corresponds to approximately 2.7x10-6 

micromoles of PLL and at least 104 times larger than the amount of molarity of MTs in 

solution. Thus we expected to have enough PLL adsorbed on the surface to immobilize 

effectively MTs from solution. 

We conducted a series of experiments to investigate the stability of MTs both 

suspended in pure water and adsorbed on PLL coated glass slides. Our other experiments 

showed that MTs are stable in PEM80 buffer solution with the presence of 20um taxol, 

even at very low concentrations. However, when suspended in pure water, MTs are 

unstable. Experiments have been conducted to investigate the stability of MAP-enriched, 

Taxol-stabilized MTs in pure water. At first, polymerized MTs with an average length of 

10 microns were diluted into 50-fold volume of pure water. The concentration of MTs 

was measured as a function of time using optical adsorption with a wavelength of 340nm. 

After several seconds of suspension in pure water, the concentration of MTs dropped to 

nearly undetectable level. In contrast, the disassembly of the MTs adsorbed on PLL 

coated glass slides, following immersion in pure water, is slowed down. This observation 

is illustrated in Figure 3.10 (b and c), where the number of MTs per unit area slightly 

decreases after 1 and 5 min of immersion in water, compared to that of the control 

experiment (Figure 3.10a). After being immersed in water for 10 min (Figure 3.10d), all 
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surface-adsorbed MTs were gone. The reproducibility of the results of Figure 3.10 (a-d) 

has been verified by conducting three series of experiments. The MT length distributions 

normalized to the fraction of surviving adsorbed MTs are plotted in Figure 3.11. The 

distributions of lengths are determined from an analysis of the images of three sets of 

experiments similar to Figure 3.10. 

We have superimposed the initial distribution (time=0) translated by -1.0 µm and -3.5 

µm on the distributions at 1 min and 5 min parts, respectively. This superposition clearly 

illustrates the nearly uniform shortening of the MTs with a disassembly rate in the 

interval [0.8, 1.0] µm/min. At this time we have to make a distinction between MT 

depolymerization and simple detachment of MTs from the coated substrate. Detachment 

cannot be ruled out as participating in the reduction of the MT surface density with time. 

However, on the grounds of weaker electrostatic interactions, short MTs could be 

expected to detach more easily. Since distributions of Figure 3.11 are not skewed toward 

the longer MTs as time evolves, one concludes that there is little detachment from the 

substrate or that the rate of detachment is independent of MT length and that the 

normalized distributions are consequently representative of the disassembly of MTs. 
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Figure 3.11. (a). MT length distributions at three subsequent times of immersion in 

water averaged over three sets of experiments. The distributions are normalized to the 

MT surface density. The solid lines superimposed on the 1 and 5 min distributions are the 

envelopes of the initial distribution translated by -1.0 µm and -3.5 µm, respectively. (b) 

presents the ratio of the surface density of MTs to the initial surface density as a function 

of immersion time in pure water. Surface density is determined by counting the number 

of microtubules per area on fluorescence microscopy images. Lengths of microtubules 

are measured directly from these images. 

(a) 

(b) 
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In addition to the disassembly on coated glass slides, we have considered other 

substrates. We also report on the dissociation of MT adsorbed on substrates constituted of 

4mm×4mm oxidized silicon chips with gold electrodes patterned on the layer of thermal 

silicon dioxide. The oxide layer is approximately 500nm thick. The gold electrodes rise 

above the silicon dioxide with a measured step height ranging from 65 to 95 nm. The 

patterned silicon wafers were coated with a PLL film following the same protocol as for 

the glass slides. PLL does not bind naturally to gold. To attach PLL to gold substrate, one 

would have to use a self-assembled monolayer of the alkanethiol mercaptoundecanoic  

acid (MUA) to coat the gold first, and then PLL is electrostatically adsorbed onto the 

monolayer [Frey 1995]. Deposition of MT on the coated wafers was also done in the 

same way. The wafers were rinsed in pure water for 3 min and MTs were visualized using 

fluorescence microscopy. In absence of immersion in pure water, MTs could be found 

evenly distributed on the gold electrodes as well as the PLL coated oxidized wafer (see 

Figure 3.12a). Since PLL does not bind to gold, immersion in water leads to rapid 

disassembly or detachment of the MTs settled on the gold electrodes and slow 

disassembly of the MTs bound to the PLL film. In Figure 3.12b, microtubules are not 

found on the gold electrodes (central region). Figure 3.12b also shows unambiguously 

that the MTs bound to the PLL coated silica substrate have not completely disassembled 

and consequently that the dissociation dynamics were slowed down.   
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Figure 3.12. Fluorescence microscopy pictures of MTs deposited on a patterned silicon 

wafer coated with Poly(L- lysine) and immersed for (a) 0 min (left and right regions are 

gold electrodes) and (b) 3 min (central region is gold electrode). 

(b) SiO2 
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Figure 3.13. Illustration of the chemical structure of Poly(L- lysine) molecules on a silicon 

dioxide substrate and charge distribution of the MT-PLL-SiO2 assembly. 

In Figure 3.13, we illustrate the chemical structure and the charge distribution of the 

PLL film on a silicon dioxide substrate as well as the association of the PLL film with a 

MT. An evaluation of the electrostatic properties of a MT, based on the recent solution of 

the structure of tubulin [Nogales 1999], showed an overall negative electrostatic potential 

of the MT with smaller regions of positive potential [Baker 2001]. A negatively charged 

MT will therefore attach electrostatically to the positively charged amino groups exposed 

at the end of the side-chain of the PLL molecules. The side-chain of lysine has an 

unusually high pKa value (10.53) for an amino group and consequently is positively 

charged even in moderate alkaline media. Heterodimers electrostatically bound to the 

film are expected to possess a reduced dissociation rate constant leading to slower 

disassembly dynamics. To verify this hypothesis, we show in section 4.2 with a computer 

simulation that a reduction of the dissociation rate of only some tubulin heterodimers (i.e. 
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these heterodimers constituting a single protofilament in direct contact with and bound to 

the PLL film) impacts drastically the overall dissociation velocity of a MT. 

4.2. Computer model and simulation results  

Computer simulations of MT assembly/disassembly have recreated many 

experimentally observed aspects of MT behavior and have given strong support to a cap 

model of MT dynamics. There exist several cap models but since the nature of the cap is 

unknown, modeling MT dynamics requires the choice of a particular capping model. 

Here we use the GTP lateral cap model to investigate the effect of adsorption on MT 

dynamics. This model utilizes a coarse grained representation of the protein tubulin 

heterodimers and supposes that growing MTs are stabilized by a cap of tubulin dimers 

that have GTP moleculaes associated with the β-tubulin monomer. 

Early kinetic MC studies of models based on simplified single-helix [Hill 1985] and 

multihelices [Chen 1985] generated phase change between a slow-growing GTP capped 

MT end and rapidly shortening uncapped MT end. Subsequent simulations by Bayley et 

al. [Bayley 1989, Mandelkow 1986] were based on a simplified helical lattice model with 

only longitudinal and single lateral interactions between αβ-tubulin subunits (the “lateral 

cap model”). Bailey’s model differs from the model of Chen and Hill [Chen 1985] in that 

it gives a molecular description to the switching of MTs between assembling and 

disassembling states in terms of a fully coupled mechanism linking Tubulin-GTP (Tu-
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GTP) addition and GTP hydrolysis (conversion of Tu bound GTP into the di-phosphate 

GDP). Bailey’s model focused on the “5-start” helical 13-protofilament MT lattice. MTs 

are known to readily form different lattices, some having a “seam” in which the lateral 

interactions between adjacent protofilaments are misaligned [Mandelkow 1986]. Martin 

et al. [Martin 1993] have developed a more rigorous lattice model that accounts for MT 

lattice variations and seams. In this latter model, association and dissociation rate-

constants are obtained from estimates of the free energies of specific protein-protein 

interactions in terms of the basic MT lattice. The performance of kinetic MC simulations 

of MTs does not appear to be too sensitive to the detailed numerical values assigned to 

the intersubunit bond energies [Keater 1993]. Martin’s model rationalizes the dynamic 

properties in terms of a metastable MT lattice of Tu-GDP stabilized by the kinetic 

process of Tu-GTP addition. Furthermore, with this model, the effects of small tubulin-

binding molecules are readily treated. The lateral cap model provides a basis for the 

examination of the effect of antimitotic drugs (e.g. colchicine, Taxol) on MT dynamics. 

In particular, it was used to study the control of MT dynamics by substoichiometric 

concentration of drugs. The lateral cap model was further modified to simulate the effect 

of MT assembly/disassembly on transport of a motor protein-coated bead that moves 

along a protofilament [Tao 1998].  
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Figure 3.14. Schematic illustration of the arrangement of heterodimers at the end of a 

microtubule with 13-protofilaments. Site A’ is contiguous to site A because of helical 

periodic boundary conditions. X and Y are dissociation and association sites respectively. 

The sites b and d, adjacent to X or Y, determine the value of the dissociation or 

association constants. The black squares represent the heterodimers in protofilament 

adsorbed onto a Poly(L-lysine) film. 

Here we implement a modified version of the five-start helix lattice model of Bayley 

[Bayley 1989]. With this model, a single MT consists of a two-dimensional helical lattice 

composed of 13 grid sites (13 tubulin heterodimer protofilaments) perpendicular to the 

direction of growth (MT principal axis) (see Figure 3.14). The lattice is infinite along the 

principal direction of the MT. Helical periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are applied to 

wrap the lattice into a tubular structure with a helicity of five lattice points (i.e. sites A 

and A’ in Figure 3.14 are contiguous). Assembly/disassembly is limited to one end of the 

model effectively neglecting the contribution of the slowest end of the MT to its 

dynamics. The main difference between Bailey’s model and ours is that the heterodimers 

in protofilament 6 (black squares in Figure 3.14) are hypothesized to adsorb onto the PLL 
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film and will be assigned a reduced dissociation rate (see step 2 below). This is consistent 

with the experimental observation of disassembling MTs adsorbed to surfaces, leaving 

behind protofilaments on the surface [Thomson 2003]. 

The steps involved in the kinetic MC simulation of MT dynamics at fixed tubulin-

GTP concentration ([Tu-GTP]) are as follows: 

Step 1: We identify at the ends of each protofilament along the jagged helical surface of 

the tip of a MT) the sites “i” for dissociation (occupied grid site at the top of a step, i.e. 

site X) and association (empty grid site at the bottom of a step, i.e. site Y) 

Step 2: We assign a rate constant ki for dissociation or association events at every site “i.” 

These rate constants depend on the physical structure of the binding site, the nucleotide 

content of the unit in adjacent protofilaments (i.e. both relate to the binding free energy) 

and [Tu-GTP] in the case of association. We use the association and dissociation rate 

constants of the standard set of Bayley et al. [Bayley 1989, Bayley 1990]. For the sake of 

simplicity, we consider only the dependence of the rate constants on the nature of the 

heterodimers at sites “b” and “d” adjacent to sites X or Y (Figure 3.14). To account for 

the binding interaction between the adsorbed heterodimers and the PLL film, the 

dissociation rate constant of heterodimers in protofilament 6 is modified by a multiplying 

factor, 1≤F . 
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Step 3: We calculate the time ti for dissociation or association at every site “i” at which 

an event would occur statistically, using the relationship ti=-ln(1-Ri)/k i, where Ri is a 

random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 

Step 4: The event with the shortest time (tmin) is accepted and the lattice is modified. For 

addition events, we implement a hydrolysis rule for conversion of Tu-GTP into Tu-GDP 

when a Tu-GTP molecule is completely embedded into the MT lattice. 

Step 5: The total time is incremented by tmin. 

Step 6: The simulation stops when the MT is completely dissociated or has grown to a 

length of 2000 heterodimers. 

The initial MT length is 500 aß tubulin heterodimers or 4µm. For each concentration 

of Tu-GTP and each reducing factor, F, we run a series of a minimum of 10 simulations 

with different random numbers. Below Cc, the MT disassembles and the negative growth 

rate (disassembly rate) is calculated as minus the initial length divided by the time for 

complete dissociation. The calculated growth and disassembling rates are in reasonable 

agreement with experimentally determined growth and shortening velocities of individual 

MTs [Fygenson 1994].  

Above Cc, the growth rate is determined from the time it takes the MT to grow to a 

length of 16 µm (i.e. 2000 heterodimers). The average growth rate versus Tu-GTP 

concentration is reported in Figure 3.15 for four values of F, namely 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 
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0.001. The concentration at which the growth rate changes sign is the critical 

concentration Cc. The critical concentration decreases to lower values as the binding of a 

single protofilament to the PLL film increases, that is, when F decreases. The factor, F, 

does not affect the association rate constants at high Tu-GTP concentrations. All curves 

converge to the same asymptote. In our experiments, MTs were diluted into pure water, 

which has no Tu-GTP present (or a very low concentration of Tu-GTP when some MTs 

disassembled). Thus they should be on the left half of Figure 3.15. The growth rate at 

very low Tu-GTP concentrations (approaching pure water in the limit of [Tu-GTP]=0) as 

a function of F is represented in the inset.  This inset shows that the binding between a 

surface and a single protofilament has a very high impact on the disassembly dynamics of 

a MT. In absence of binding to the substrate (F=1), the dissociation rate exceeds 

negative13µm/min indicating that a 4µm long microtubule would dissociate in pure water 

within less than 20 seconds. On the other hand, a 4µm MT bound to a PLL film with a 

dissociation rate reduction factor of 0.01 would take more than 7 min to completely 

dissociate in pure water. This model shows that disassembly dynamics of MTs is 

drastically altered by reducing the dissociation rate constant of only one of its 

protofilaments. This reduction in rate constant may arise from interaction between a 

substrate and the heterodimers in contact with that substrate. 
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Figure 3.15 Calculated average growth rate of a MT adsorbed onto a Poly(L- lysine) film 

versus Tu-GTP concentration. The closed circles, open circles, closed squares, and open 

squares correspond to a reduction by a factor, F, of 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 of the 

dissociation rate constant for heterodimers in the 6th protofilament. The inset reports 

dissociation rates in pure water ([Tu-GTP]) ~0) as a function of F. 

Our model does not account for the possibility of a change in structure of the end of a 

disassembling MT such as its breakup into curved protofilaments [Arnal 2000]. In that 

case, we still expect that splaying of individual protofilaments would be inhibited or 

strongly perturbed by the adsorption of a MT onto a surface. In addition, considering the 

elastically stabilized structural cap models [Janosi 2002], attachment of Tu-GDP 
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protofilaments to a flat surface will affect their tendency to form curved configurations 

and stabilizes MTs. 

Finally, it is worth noting that an experimental study of the dynamic instability of 

individual MAP-free MT on clean glass substrate showed no significant interaction 

between the glass surface and the MT [Fygenson 1994]. In that particular case the glass 

surface is negatively charged and in such conditions it would not have any adsorption 

effect on the attachment of the negatively charged MTs. In contrast, the present study 

stresses the effect of MT/substrate interactions on MT dynamics when the substrate is 

coated with a PLL film exposing positive charges. 

5. Conclusions 

We have investigated the influence of pH, temperature, and some proteins/drugs, such 

as MAPs, glycerol and Taxol, on the stability of MTs in solutions. The pure MTs have 

poor stability in solutions with pH lower than 4 and higher than 8. MAPs, glycerol and 

Taxol can stabilize MTs when added during MT growth. MAP-rich MTs, glycerol-

stabilized MTs and taxol-stabilized MTs can endure wider pH, ranging from pH4 to pH11. 

MTs will depolymerize gradually when they are diluted into buffer solutions without 

Taxol. While with Taxol in MT solutions, the depolymerization rate of MTs slows down 

significantly, which means the presence of Taxol can suppress the depolymerization of 

MTs. 
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We have also demonstrated the thermal stability of MTs at different pH values. The 

most stable temperature for MTs is 37 ºC, which is the physiological temperature. The 

temperature range for both pure MTs and stabilized MTs to be stable is 12 ºC to 37 ºC. 

When temperature exceeds 37 ºC or is lower than 12 ºC, MTs begin to disassemble. At 

temperature of 46 ºC, most of MTs are disassembled.  MTs can rarely survive at 

temperatures higher than 55 ºC and temperatures lower than 4ºC.  

Therefore, during the electroless plating process, the chemical environment should be 

controlled within the pH range of stable MTs. For pure MTs, it is from pH 4-pH 8. For 

stabilized MTs, the pH value can be adjusted according to the results of the pH test.  The 

temperatures should be controlled within a range from room temperature to 37oC, during 

which MTs are very stable. Taxol/MAPs/glycerol should be used to improve the stability 

of MTs during the electroless plating process. Also, when building MT templates, people 

should choose the premium chemical environment (premium pH value, temperature, with 

the help of proteins/drugs) to grow MTs. The pH value and temperature are two easy 

methods to disassemble unwanted MTs during the MT templates fabrication. The average 

length of MTs can be roughly adjusted by the presence of MAPs/glycerol/Taxol in the 

solution under selected chemical conditions. 

We have shown experimentally and theoretically that the binding electrostatic 

interaction between tubulin heterodimers constituting MTs and a Poly(L- lysine) film 
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reduced significantly the kinetics of dissociation of MTs in pure water. MTs are unstable 

in pure water [Fygenson 1994], but adsorbing them on a positively charged substrate can 

control their disassembly velocity. We find experimentally that the dissociation velocity 

of MTs adsorbed on a PLL film ranges from 1 to 2 µm/min. Kinetic Monte Carlo 

simulations of MT dynamics indicate that a decrease in the dissociation velocity of 

unstable MTs can be achieved by reducing the heterodimer dissociation rate constant of 

tubulin heterodimers constituting a single protofilament, namely the protofilament 

adsorbed to the positively charged amino groups of the PLL film. The dissociation 

velocity estimated from experiments can be explained with a reduction of the adsorbed-

heterodimer dissociation rate constant by a factor of 1/50 to 1/20. This study provides us 

a method of controlling the dynamics of MT dissociation on surfaces by altering the 

surface property. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ELECTROLESS METAL PLATING OF MICROTUBULES 

 

This chapter focuses on fabricating metallic nanowires using MTs as templates.  

Metallization of MTs has been demonstrated by surface activation with palladium 

followed by electroless plating of nickel [Kirsch 1997]. During electroless plating, it 

appears that Ni is essentially deposited on the external surface of the MTs [Mertig 1998]. 

However, the surface activation and the metal deposition processes are still unclear.  

In our research, at first, we have paid particular attention to the role of stabilizing 

biomolecules, MAPs and glycerol, in the stabilization of the MT templates during 

metallization in solution. MTs are made under pH value of 6.9 and a temperature of 37 º

C, using Taxol to prevent disassembly. However, the chemical conditions of surface 

activation solutions and metallization baths are not the standard in vitro MT growth 

environments. It is possible that microtubules will be unstable in chemical environments 

with different ionic strengths and the existence of different proteins/drugs. Therefore, we 

must be able to keep MT templates stable and improve their stability during all the steps 

of electroless plating with Ni.  

We have investigated the stability of pure MTs, MAP-rich MTs and glycerol-MTs 

when being treated with Pt(II) catalytic solution in further detail. Epi- fluorescence 

microscopy, FESEM and XPS were employed to characterize the catalyzed MTs. Results 
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concerning the stability of pure MTs, MAP-rich MTs, and glycerol-MTs in the activating 

Pt solution are presented and discussed. Following the activation of the MT surface with 

Pt, electroless plating is carried out to deposit Ni on the Pt-activated MT surfaces. 

FESEM, TEM, HREM, and Atomic Force microscopy (AFM) were used to provide a 

detailed characterization of the morphology, structure and composition of the metallized 

microtubules. Furthermore, the electroless plating of MT templates on Si wafer are 

performed and compared with MTs metallized in solution.  

1. Materials and methods 

Three kinds of tubulins prepared from bovine brain extracts (Cytoskeleton Inc), 

including pure tubulin proteins (>99% tubulin monomer), MAP-rich tubulin, and 

glycerol-rich tubulin were used. In-vitro MT assembly was performed in PEM 80 buffer 

with a final concentration of tubulin of 1.5 mg/ml. Research [Amos 1999, Arnal 1995] 

shows that Taxol can stabilize microtubules both during and after the polymerization. So, 

two approaches were taken in polymerizing MTs. The first approach involved 

polymerization of MTs in the presence of taxol. In the second approach, taxol (~20µM) 

was added as a stabilizing agent after polymerization of the MTs was completed. After 

polymerization, the solution was centrifuged to separate MTs from the unpolymerized 

tubulin. The supernatant was removed and about 50-fold volume of fresh PEMTAX 

buffer was added to resuspend the MTs. 
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In the first step of electroless Ni plating, the MT surface was activated with 3mM 

K2PtCl4 (Potassium tetrachloroplatinate, pH=6.2). This Pt(II) solution was prepared and 

stored at room temperature for at least one day before use. Equal volumes of Pt solution 

plus prepared MTs solution were mixed and kept in the dark for 2 hours for surface 

activation, which is long enough to form catalytic sites on the MT surface. The  catalyzed 

MTs were washed two times by being centrifuged and re-suspending the pellet using 

PEMTAX buffer. The pellet thus obtained was dispersed in an equal amount of 

PEMTAX buffer and mixed with an equal amount of metallization bath containing nickel 

Acetate (50 g/l), sodium citrate (25 g/l), lactic acid 85 % (25 g/l), and a reducing agent--

DMAB (Borane-dimethylamine complex, 2.5 g/l), during which, DMAB functions as a 

reducing agent. NH4OH (1.0M) was added to adjust the pH to 6.9. The metal deposition 

reaction was stopped by diluting the solution 100-fold with double distilled H2O.  

Optical characterization of Pt-activated pure MTs, MAP-stabilized MTs and glycerol-

MTs was conducted with an epi- fluorescence microscope. MT specimens were prepared 

as in chapter 3.  FESEM equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 

capabilities was carried out to characterize Pt-catalyzed MTs and metallized MTs. TEM 

and HREM images of metallized MTs were obtained using a Hitachi H8100 equipped 

with small probe forming lenses for nanodiffraction, operated at 200 kV.  MTs samples 
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for SEM and TEM were prepared by pipetting metallized MTs from a suspension onto a 

carbon coated copper grid followed by drying in a vacuum system. 

2. Surface activation of MTs by Pt(II) solution 

As we know, the critical concentration of tubulin will change due to different ionic 

strength and the presence of some proteins and drugs. With more reactants being added 

into the solution during the process of electroless plating, MTs have to experience a harsh 

chemical environment with apparently higher ionic strength. Thus the corresponding 

repulsive electrostatic interactions will also increase, resulting in the disassembly of MTs. 

During the process of electroless metal plating, microtubules need to be treated for a 

certain amount of time at first to form catalytic sites on the MT surface. A pH value close 

to that of MTs solution for this step is preferred. Pt(II) solution (pH6.2) was selected to 

activate the MT surface. This Pt(II) solution was prepared and aged at room temperature 

for at least one day before use to disproportionate the K2PtCl4 complex into an 

equilibrium mixture of 42% Pt(H2O)2Cl2, 53% Pt(H2O)Cl3-, and 5% PtCl42- [Ciacchi 

2001]. The pH value of the mixture of activation solution with microtubules is pH6.68. 

Because MTs are stable at temperatures between 12 ºC and 37 ºC, room temperature (22-

24 ºC) was selected for the electroless plating process for the convenience of operation.  

The common time period of surface activation is two hours, which is long enough to form 

catalytic sites on MT surfaces for subsequent metal deposition. 
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Figure 4.1. Stability of MTs before and after treating with Pt(II) solution taken by 

fluorescence microscope. (a. MTs grown from pure tubulin with taxol stabilization during 

growth; b. MTs grown from pure tubulin with taxol stabilization after growth; c. Taxol-

stabilized pure MTs after treating with the Pt(II) solution-1; d. Taxol-stabilized pure MTs 

after treating with the Pt(II) solution-2; e. MAP-stabilized MTs with taxol stabilization 

during growth; f. MAP-stabilized MTs after treating with the Pt(II) solution.) 
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Taxol, an anti-cancer drug, was used to stabilize microtubules during MT surface 

activation, by reducing the ability of the tubulin to dissociate when it becomes exposed at 

the microtubule end. When taxol is present during polymerization, a high number of MTs 

can be obtained with lengths of approximately 20 micrometers in average (Figure 4.1a). 

However, MT length is increased when taxol is added only after polymerization is 

complete (Figure 4.1b). 

Although taxol- treated MTs polymerized from purified tubulin monomers (with taxol 

present during or after polymerization) are very stable under normal in vitro conditions, 

they do not withstand the harsh environment present during catalysis and electroless 

plating. When treated with the catalyzing Pt(II) solution for 2 hours, taxol-stabilized 

(either during or post polymerization), pure MTs disassembled into very short segments 

and formed some large particles (Figure 4.1c), or formed star-shaped clusters (Figure 

4.1d).  

Besides Taxol, Microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) were also used to stabilize 

MTs for surface activation. The assembly MAPs can form fibrous cross-bridges between 

MTs and also link MTs to intermediate filaments. It is evident from Figure 4.1(f) that 

MAP-stabilized MTs with taxol stabilization during growth can exist after a two-hour 

catalysis treatment with the Pt(II) solution. Only a small part of the MTs did not survive 

the process (compare Figure 4.1e to 4.1f). Except for a few longer ones, most of the 
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MAP-stabilized Taxol-MTs have lengths of approximately 10 to 15 micrometers, shorter 

than the original stock solution of pure MTs (Figure 4.1a & 4.1b). Brighter filaments are 

indications of bundled MTs (Figure 4.1e & 4.1f). 

As we know, glycerol can suppress the dynamic instability of MTs in solution. 

Therefore, the stability of MTs with glycerol and taxol stabilizing during growth has also 

been investigated. Compared to the original solution of MTs polymerized with glycerol 

and taxol (Figure 4.2a), the concentration and the average length of MTs (as in Figure 

4.2b) slightly lowered, after being treated with Pt(II) solution for two hours. Most of the 

MTs stabilized by (glycerol+Taxol) were also stable during the surface activation.  

Due to their stable behavior, MAP-stabilized MTs and glycerol-stabilized MTs were 

selected for electroless Nickel plating in solution and on Si wafer respectively. 

  

Figure 4.2. Stability of MTs polymerized with glycerol and taxol before and after 

treating with Pt(II) solution taken by fluorescence microscope (a. Glycerol-stabilized 

MTs with taxol stabilization during growth; b. Glycerol-stabilized MTs after treating with 

the Pt(II) solution.) 

(a) (b) 
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Field Emission Scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was carried out to picture Pt-

catalyzed MTs. The samples were prepared by pipetting catalyzed MTs from the 

suspension onto a silicon substrate followed by drying in a vacuum system. During the 

measurement, when focusing the electron beam onto MTs on Si surface, the exposed 

MTs quickly disintegrated. The snapshot in Figure 4.3 shows that after treating with Pt 

activation solution, MTs are still in good shape. Pt attached on MTs was not detectable 

using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 

 

Figure 4.3. FESEM image of Pt-catalyzed MTs on Silicon surface. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with high sensitivity was also used to check 

the oxidation state of Pt attached on the surface of catalyzed microtubules. The catalyzed 

MTs were centrifuged at 14500rpm two times in PEM80 buffer. A semi- transparent 

yellowish pellet was obtained after the supernatant was discarded. This pellet, composed 

of catalyzed microtubules was placed onto a cleaned Si substrate for XPS measurement. 
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From the overall XPS spectrum, Si, C, O, N, and Pt are found. C, O, and N are from MTs 

and Si is from the substrate. Experimental figures and theoretical data of Pt are shown in 

Figure 4.4. After 2ev charge correction of the measured Pt spectrum, the peaks of 4f5/2 

and 4f7/2 locate at 76ev and 73ev. Compared with the standard spectra of Pt and Pt 

compounds, we know that platinum on MT surface has an oxidation state very close to 

‘2’, which means Pt(II) complex has been attached onto MT surfaces after activation. 

The exact mechanism of surface activation has not been determined. The generally 

made assumption is that Pt(II) complexes adsorbed on the surface of MTs first react with 

the reducing agent (DMAB) to create Pt(0) atoms and form Pt clusters [Ahmadi 1996]. 

During the stage of treating MTs with aged Pt(II) aqueous solution, hydrolyzed Pt(II) 

complexes can be adsorbed onto the surface of MTs via some amino acid residues 

exposed on MT surfaces [Behrens 2002]. For example, histidine, which has strong donor 

character due to its imidazole ring, can act as a proton donor for noble metal atoms at 

physiological pH [Appleton 1992]. When a hydrolyzed Pt(II) complex binds to imidazole, 

charge is donated from the heterocyclic ligand into the metal center via both s  and p 

orbitals present on the organic residue [Ciacchi 2003]. The electronic charge 

accumulation on the Pt atoms leads to a weakening of the bonds between the Pt(II) atom 

and its water ligands, resulting in the detachment of a water ligand, which induces the 
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formation of a Pt-Pt bond from a bound Pt(II) complex and free Pt(II) complex after a 

single reducing step [Ciacchi 2001].  

 

Figure 4.4. XPS of Pt-catalyzed MTs on Si wafer and the standard values of Pt  
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3. Nickel deposition on Pt catalyzed MTs in solution 

According to the results of the pH test and the working conditions of DMAB, pH 6.9 

and room temperature were chosen for the metallization bath to avoid the possible shock 

to MTs due to the environmental change. Under such conditions, the metal deposition 

rate is relatively high. The thickness of metal increases with time during the process. 

Therefore, to make nanoscale metallic film on MTs, a short period of time should be used 

for metal deposition. 

The activated MTs thus mixed with the metallization bath containing nickel acetate, 

sodium citrate, lactic acid, and a reducing agent--DMAB (Borane-dimethylamine 

complex). NH4OH (1.0M) was added to adjust the pH to 6.9. According to Ciacchi’s 

simulation [Ciacchi and De Vita 2003], immediately after the reducing agent DMAB is 

added, a large number of Pt dimers will form on the MT surface at the selected sites. 

They will be further reduced by DMAB very quickly to form metallic Pt clusters. When 

these clusters are big enough to initiate Nickel nucleation, the first layer of nickel will 

deposit onto the MT surface. Subsequently, the newly formed layer functions as a new 

substrate and nucleation center for further Ni deposition. Since Nickel will not grow on a 

surface without catalytic metallic clusters, the formation and distribution of Pt clusters is 

a key for the deposition of metals. To maintain a constant deposition rate, we tightly 

control the pH value at 6.9 and room temperature. Nickel and reduc ing agent 
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concentrations were also kept at commonly suggested levels. The reaction was stopped 

by diluting the solution 100-fold with double distilled H2O. 

  

Figure 4.5. SEM images of metallized pure microtubules after 2-hour surface 
activation and 1-minute metallization. Only several short segments of metallized MTs 
appeared.  

For pure MTs stabilized with taxol during growth or after growth, after the 

metallization bath was added for one minute, some black particles visible to the eye 

precipitated and gas bubbles were created in the solution. In contrast, electroless plating 

of MAP-stabilized MTs proceeds in a drastically different manner. After one minute, the 

solution was only slightly cloudy, without any particles visible to the eye. SEM analysis 

of metallized pure MTs indicates that there are a few rare, small segments of metal-coated 

MTs, which are about 100 nanometers in length and about 50 to 60 nanometers in 

diameter. Some big particles of metal are also found (Figure 4.5). We believe that those 

big particles result from metallization of the clusters of MTs that survived the Pt-catalysis. 

The small metal tubes come from metal-coated short segments of MTs. SEM images of 
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metallized MAP-stabilized MTs show a continuous network of metallized microtubules 

after one minute of electroless plating (Figure 4.6). These metallized MTs are reasonably 

straight with diameters of about 30 to 35 nm and form a connected 3D network. 

Considering the template is only 24 nm in diameter, the thickness of the metal film is 

about 5 nanometers. The metal appears to have coated the MTs uniformly. A few metal 

clusters (diameter ~5 to 15 nm) decorate the metallized MTs randomly.  

  

Figure 4.6. SEM images of metallized MAP-stabilized microtubules after 1 minute of 

metallization.  

Although both the heterogeneous and the homogeneous formation of metal particles 

are allowed in principle, no particles have been found to nucleate homogeneously in 

solution. The homogeneous  nucleation is kinetically suppressed by the faster 

heterogeneous Pt cluster formation and Ni deposition, that is, metal clusters and films 

appear to grow selectively in situ on the activated MT surfaces. 

The presence of platinum and nickel was confirmed using energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) (shown in Figure 4.7). Apart from Ni and Pt, only copper, oxygen 
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and carbon were identified. The copper and most of the carbon peaks result from the 

carbon-coated grid. The oxygen and a small fraction of the carbon peaks may come from 

the bio-molecular template. The element analysis indicates that the ratio of the number of 

Pt atoms to the number of Ni atoms is about 1.3:1. 

 

Figure 4.7 EDS spectrum for metallized microtubules after 1 minute of electroless plating. 

It indicates the presence of Ni and Pt on the metallized MTs. Cu, O, C are from the 

substrate (carbon coated copper grid). 

In order to get more information about the interior of metallized MTs, they were 

characterized by TEM at 200kV. Figure 4.8 is the TEM micrograph of metallized MAP-

stabilized MTs on a carbon substrate. This image clearly shows that a network of 

nanowires is formed. The low contrast level of the nanowires means they are hollow 

metallized tubes, with diameters of approximately 30 to 35nm. Figure 4.8 suggests that 

regardless of whether Pt(II) could  get into the lumen of MTs or not, there is little to no 

deposition of metal on its inner surface.  
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Figure 4.8. TEM micrograph of metallized MTs on carbon coated copper grid. Small 

clusters of metal agglomerated on the surface of MTs, resulting in the relatively black 

along the edge of MTs under TEM. 

With higher resolution, some small black particles can be found embedded in the 

matrix of metallized tubes (Figure 4.9). From this HRTEM image, more information on 

the metallized MTs surfaces is revealed. The black particles, which show lattice fringes, 

may be crystalline Pt clusters, which serve as a catalyst and initial nucleation center for 

subsequent electroless plating. The size of the Pt particles is measured to be about 3 nm 

by the scale of the lattice fringes. The randomly distributed and oriented Pt clusters are 

found all over the surface of MTs in low numbers. Most of MT surface is covered with 

metals of amorphous phase, which is believed to be Ni.  
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Figure 4.9. HRTEM micrograph of metallized MTs. It clearly shows the crystalline Pt 

clusters with lattice fringes (approximately 3-5nm size), and the amorphous state of Ni 

around these Pt crystalline. 

 

Figure 4.10. TEM micrograph of metallized MAPs bridge between MTs. This bridge has 

the same microstructure as the metallized MTs, but with a diameter smaller than 25nm. 
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Occasionally, metal bridges were observed between metallized microtubules (Figure 

4.10). These bridges have a diameter less than 15 nm, which is less than the MT template 

and too small to be seen in the SEM images. These bridges may come from MAPs 

protein bridges which cross- link microtubules. During the whole process of metallization, 

these proteins could also be catalyzed and metallized. With higher magnification, these 

bridges are shown to have a homogeneous microstructure of small dark Pt particles in an 

amorphous metal matrix, similar to the metallized tubules.  

XPS was carried out again to check the states of Pt cluster and deposited Ni film. 

Metallized MTs were transferred from the solution onto Si wafer by pipetting followed 

by drying. Figure 4.11a shows that the binding energies of Pt 4f7/2 and Pt4f5/2 are 70.8ev 

and 73.9ev respectively after 2ev charge correction, with a spin orbital splitting of 3.1ev. 

This result is very close to that of the theoretical binding energy of the Pt 4f core level. It 

indicates that Pt is of zerovalent state. The binding energy of Ni2p is approximately 

854ev after 2ev charge correction (Figure 4.11b), which is the same as the theoretical 

value of NiO (854ev). It seems the deposited amorphous Ni has oxidized to NiO when 

exposed to air. Therefore, when fabricating metallic nanowires of Ni, other materials 

must be used to protect them from oxidation during electronic packaging.  
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Figure 4.11. XPS spectrum of (a) platinum 4f peaks and (b) Nickel 2p peaks. From the 

binding energies of Pt 4f and Ni 2p, we can see that Pt is at the metallic state, while Ni is 

at the oxidized state. 

4. Metallization of microtubules on Si wafer 

 Metallization of microtubules also was conducted on Si wafer. MTs were first 

polymerized in PEM80 buffer solution with Taxol and Glycerol. A droplet of prepared 

MT solution was placed onto a cleaned Si wafer (which is actually a SiO2 surface) for 

some time to let MTs settle  down on the SiO 2 surface. The surface was rinsed gently 

using PEM80 buffer before an equal volume of Pt(II)  solution was added onto the 

(b) 

(a) 
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surface for surface activation. After two hours, metallization bath with an amount equal 

to the sum of MT solution and activation solution was added for metal deposition. The 

reaction was stopped by immersing the treated Si wafer into a large amount of ddH2O. 

The samples were stored in ddH2O at room temperature. 

  

(a) Metallization time is 1 min.                     (b) Metallization time is 10 min. 

Figure 4.12. Glycerol-MTs metallized on Si wafer. Most MTs metallized on surfaces 

were straight with variable lengths from 0.5 microns up to 10 microns. 

Different time periods were used for metallization of MTs on Si surfaces. Figure 

4.12a shows a SEM image of MTs metallized on a SiO 2 surface. Since the bright places, 

which is the metal film deposited on the MT surface, only showed up at the edges (Figure 

4.12a), MTs metallized for one minute have only been coated by a very thin metal film, 

while MTs metallized for ten minutes have their entire surface coated with relatively 

much thicker metal film (Figure 4.12b). Those metallized MTs are up to 10 microns in 

length. From Figure 4.12b, we can see some very uniform nanowires, with several 
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metallic clusters distributed randomly along the tube. The diameter of the metallized MTs 

is approximately 50nm, which means that the thickness of the metal film coated on the 

MT surface is approximately 12.5nm. Usually, surface reaction consists of three steps: 

reactants diffuse into the boundary layer towards the surface, surface reaction, and 

reaction products diffuse out of the boundary layer away from the surface. One of these 

steps is the rate-determining step during the MT metallization process. Compared to the 

metal deposition time of metallization in solution, it takes longer for metallic thin film on 

the MT surface to reach the same thickness, which means that the kinetics of 

metallization on Si wafer is much slower. This result suggests that metallization of MTs 

on a SiO2 surface is a diffusion controlled process. The diffusion of reactants through the 

boundary layer on the surface determines the whole metal deposition rate.  

The peaks of O, Si, and Pt in the EDS spectrum (Figure 4.13) suggest the existence of 

these three elements. Because of its low atomic number and trace amount, Ni was not 

detected in the focused region. Si and O, which have strong signals, are from the 

substrate. Although with a high atomic number, the signal of Pt is very weak. Only a 

peak at low energy level of Pt appeared, while those at high energy levels submerged into 

the background. 
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Figure 4.13 EDS of microtubules metallized on Si wafer for 10 minutes. It shows the 

existence of Pt on the metallized MTs. Ni peaks and Pt peaks at high energy levels 

submerge in the background. Si and O peaks are from the substrate, which is SiO2. 

Figure 4.14 is an image taken by FESEM of MTs metallized on a SiO 2 surface. Some 

metallized microtubules in the image are apparently brighter than others, since they were 

coated with thicker metal films. Different thicknesses of metal films on MTs indicate that 

this process is not surface reaction controlled. Due to the short time period of metal 

deposition, the diffusion of metal salt and DMAB or products may be the rate- limiting 

step. For those MTs closely attached on the surface, less reactant  can reach the reaction 

sites, resulting in less metal being deposited. However, for those MTs protruding into the 

upper part of the solution above the surface, reactants have more chances to reach the 

reaction sites for metal deposition. As a result, they have more metal deposited than those 

lying on the surface.  
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Figure 4.14. FESEM image of MTs metallized on a SiO 2 surface, having different 

thickness of metal coating (metallization time is 10 minutes). It indicates MTs have 

different positions on the surface. 

As we know from chapter 3, under some circumstances, star-shaped MT asters 

formed during the process. After metallizing these asters on a SiO 2 surface, only the 

periphery of this MT cluster was metallized (Figure 4.15b). The center of the aster 

remains intact. In this case, the reactants can only reach the periphery of this MT cluster, 

without being able to diffuse into the center for metal deposition. When focusing the 

electron beam of a SEM onto the center of a MT aster, which is not covered by metal 

film, they disintegrated gradually, with a much slower rate compared to single MTs on a 

surface. It indicates that those MTs were protected by a very thin layer of metal film. 

Since the metallized MTs were stored in ddH2O for several days before measurement, 
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MT asters still appeared in the FESEM image. This (Figure 4.15) suggests that the 

disassembly of these MTs was very slow.  

 

Figure 4.15. FESEM image of a MT aster metallized on SiO2 for 10 minutes at room 

temperature. This sample was stored in water for several days before being dried in 

vacuum and measured using SEM.  

Experiments were conducted to study the influence of surface properties on MT 

metallization on substrates. As we know, a SiO 2 surface is a typical hydrophilic surface, 

which can be wetted by aqueous solutions, such as activation solution and metallization 

bath for electroless Ni plating on MTs. MTs metallized on a SiO 2 surface are shown in 

Figure 4.16a. In this case, MTs are attached onto SiO 2 by electrostatic attraction between 

local positive charges on the MT surface and the negative charges on SiO 2. This binding 

is not as strong as on PLL film. The diameter of MTs metallized on pure Si wafer is 

approximately 50 nm. MT metallization on a hydrophobic surface was also conducted. 

This hydrophobic surface was achieved by treating a SiO 2 surface with PDMS 
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(polydimethylsiloxane). The density of metallized MTs is largely reduced on the PDMS 

treated surface. The diameter of MTs metallized on this hydrophilic surface is 

approximately 70 nm (Figure 4.16b), which is larger than that of MTs metallized on the 

hydrophilic surface. It suggests that the hydrophobic surface may affect the diffusion-

controlled metallization process during surface activation and metal deposition. The 

hydrophilic MTs on a hydrophobic surface may have more access to the reactants in 

solution, resulting in a relatively high metal deposition rate. Also, during the 

metallization of MTs on the hydrophilic surface, the negative charges on the SiO 2 surface 

would repel the large negatively charged reactants, such as Pt complex, Ni complex or 

DMAB, from the surface of MTs which locate close to the substrate. 

  
(a) Hydrophilic surface                               (b) Hydrophobic surface 

Figure 4.16 SEM images of MTs activated for two hours by Pt solution and metallized on 

(a) SiO2 surface and on (b) modified SiO2 surface by PDMS for 10 min. The diameter of 

metallized MTs in (a) is 50nm, while that of metallized MTs in (b) is 70nm. 
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5.   Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) analysis of MTs metallized on Si wafer 

AFM analysis of MAP-rich MTs metallized on Si wafer was conducted with contact 

mode using Dimension 3100 Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM). Figure 4.17 are AFM 

images of MTs metallized on Si wafer of different scales. A lot of straight tubes are 

found on the surface with variable lengths from half a micron up to ten microns. The 

diameter of metallized MTs of this specimen is about 30nm, with 3 nm thick metal films 

on the MT surface. 

  
(a) 3µm ×3 µm,                          (b) 500nm×500 nm 

Figure 4.17. AFM images of MTs metallized on the SiO 2 surface using contact mode. 

The diameter of metallized MTs is 30nm. 

In addition to the topographic measurements, the force curve measurement of AFM 

also provided information on the mechanical properties of metallized MTs. The AFM can 

also record the amount of force felt by the cantilever as the probe tip is brought close to 

and indented into a sample surface and then pulled away. This technique can be used to 

measure the long-range attractive or repulsive forces between the probe tip and the 
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sample surface, elucidating local chemical and mechanical properties like adhesion and 

elasticity. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 4.18 for this measurement. In this 

figure, the indentation (d) equals to the sample displacement (? Z) minus the cantilever 

displacement (A). Force vs. distance curves are used to measure the vertical force that the 

tip applies to the surface while a contact-AFM image is being taken. The original point 

for the distance may be defined as the mechanical contact between the tip and surface in 

the extending cycle. Extending the tip beyond that point will result in load forces applied 

to the surface. The slope of this load force is a measure of the Young's modulus of the 

surface. A cantilever whose spring constant is comparable with the surface stiffness 

should be used to measure the elasticity information.  A tipless cantilever was used with a 

spring constant of 1.539 N/m (from www.spmtips.com, type B of CSC12 series). As the 

scanner gently traces the tip on the sample, the contact force causes the cantilever to bend 

and the feedback loop works to maintain a constant cantilever deflection. 

 

Figure 4.18. Schematic Diagram of Tip Movement 
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The force-distance curve in Figure 4.19 shows the deflection of the free end of the 

AFM cantilever at one of the measured places on MTs, as the fixed end of the cantilever 

is brought vertically towards the sample surface. All curves remain similar when 

measuring different places on metallized MTs. At the beginning of the measurement, the 

tip and sample are separated by a large distance (point O). As the tip is pushed down, the 

atoms are gradually brought together. At point A, they first weakly attract each other. The 

cantilever starts bending down, resulting in the deflection in the force curve. At this 

moment, the tip hasn’t touched the sample surface. As the tip keeps going down, this 

attraction increases until the atoms become so close together that their electron clouds 

begin to repel each other electrostatically. The electrostatic repulsion progressively 

weakens the attractive force as the inter-atomic separation continues to decrease. The 

force goes to zero when the distance between the atoms reaches a couple of angstroms, 

about the length of a chemical bond. Point B appears when the total van der Waals force 

becomes positive (repulsive) and the tip and the sample are in contact. In the region AB, 

the cantilever feels a long-range attractive force and deflects downwards, and the sample 

stays at its original position. The probe tip indented into the surface at point B. As the tip 

presses continuously, the tip gradually indent into the sample surface and the cantilever 

bends upward with a deflection of A in figure 4.19. Correspondingly, the sample also 

moves downward, creating a displacement ? Z in figure 4.19. The displacement of the 
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sample starts from point B toward left-hand side. From point B, the tip keep indenting 

into the sample surface until C, after which the sample displaces together with the tip. 

Thus, in the region CD, there is no further indentation.  

 

Figure 4.19 The force-distance curve taken on MTs metallized on Si wafer using AFM. 

The parts of force curve show: (OA) flat part when tip is out of contact, (AB) long range 

interaction before contact, here due to electrostatics, (BC) sloped part when tip is in 

physical contact, (CD) sloped part contact (slope=1), when tip and sample keep in 

physical contact and  have the same displacement.   

The shape and slope of the contacted portion of the force curve (BC) gives detailed 

information about surface elasticity [Radmacher, 1994]. Young’s modulus of metallized 

MTs on Si wafer was calculated by the Hertzian Model [Dimitriadis, 2002] as follows: 
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where kc is the cantilever spring constant, A is the cantilever deflection, R is radius of 

curvature of the tip,v is the Poisson ratio, and d is the indentation (d=? Z-A). During our 
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measurement, R is 10nm, and ν is set as 0.31. The average Young’s modulus of 

metallized MTs on Si wafer measured is 147MPa. This value is on the same order as the  

electroless Ni-P coated cellular materials (approximately 600MPa with a thickness of 

200nm) [Kishimoto 2002], but is much higher than the Young’s modulus of uncoated 

MTs (approximately 3MPa) measured using the same method [Vinckier 1996]. 

Compared to those of the bulk material of Nickel (200GPa) and the calculated value of 

Ni hollow tube with the same structure (122GPa) [Wang et al 2001], the measured 

Young’s modulus appears very low. 

The non-uniform coating on MT surface could cause such a low value of the elastic 

modulus. As we know, the electroless plating process on the surface is a diffusion-

controlled process. The top protofilaments of MT structure is easier to be coated by 

metals, but the protofilaments, which are attached to the SiO2 surface, may be covered by 

less metals or may be uncoated. Thus, during the AFM measurement, the deformation of 

those soft proteins (protofilaments attached on the surface) may contribute to the sample  

displacement (? Z), resulting in a large indentation (d). It would significantly decrease the 

experimental result of the Young’s modulus.  

6.  Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that Taxol, plus MAPs/glycerol are very important for MT 

stability during the process of electroless plating with Ni and the final nanowire network. 
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In contrast to MTs made from pure tubulin, MAP-stabilized MTs and glycerol-MTs 

survived the Pt-catalysis step. After two-hour surface activation, a large number of Pt(II) 

complexes are attached onto the MT surface, creating enough catalytic sites on MTs for 

further metal deposition.  

Electroless plating of MAP/glycerol-stabilized microtubules resulted in the 

formation of a continuous network of metallic nanowires both in solution and on the Si 

surface. The metal coating consisted of small, crystalline Pt clusters embedded in an 

amorphous metal matrix composed of Ni distributed along the entire surface of the 

microtubules. The amorphous Ni is very easily oxidized when being exposed to air.  

Transmission electron microscopy detected very small, narrow metal bridges between 

larger nanowires. Both the metallized MTs and bridges are of the same microstructure, 

but different diameters, suggesting that these small diameter bridges may result from 

MAP complexes, not microtubules, and could be very important for interconnection of 

the nanowire network.  

According to these results, although MAPs are very important to stabilize MTs 

during the surface activation, the uncontrollable formation of small me tallized MAPs 

bridges between MTs is not compatible with the microelectronic process. Thus it limits 

its application during the fabrication of interconnects in industry. Glycerol can be used to 

stabilize MTs during the electroless plating, since it will not create such kind of 
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connections between MTs.  

Electroless plating of MTs on surfaces is a diffusion-controlled process, which is 

different from electroless plating in solution. Those factors affecting the diffusion across 

the boundary layer, such as surface properties, have influences on the metal deposition 

process. The calculated average Young’s modulus from the force curve of AFM 

measurement is 147MPa, indicating that the surface of MTs metallized on the SiO 2 

surface is not fully coated by the metal film. The bottom protofilaments of MTs may not 

be metallized during the electroless plating process on the surface.  
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CHAPTER 5 

DIRECTIONAL ASSEMBLY OF MICROTUBULES FROM 
FUNCTIONALIZED AU ELECTRODE SURFACE 

As we addressed in chapter 2, the applicability of MT-templated nanowires to 

interconnect devices on microchips necessitates the development of a protocol where 

MTs can be nucleated and directionally grown from specific sites on the microchip 

toward some target sites on that chip. Toward the goal of manufacturing MT-based 

nanostructures on a silicon wafer, we developed an “in situ” approach consisting of a 

starting metal electrode functionalized with a derivatized MT nucleating complex via 

specific ligands, and surface-driven growth of MTs from the electrodes and fluid flow 

alignment of attached and grown MTs. The advantage of this approach lies not only on 

the immobilization of MTs on the surface of a substrate, but more importantly on the 

unique ability to initiate MT growth from desired sites. 

In this chapter, organic linker selection and the nucleation protein preparation have 

been studied first, followed by surface functionalization and MT nucleation and 

polymerization from surfaces.  We demonstrate that inorganic substrates such as gold 

electrodes can be coated with molecular assemblies involving ?-tubulin while retaining 

the functionality of the nucleating protein to seed MTs and initiate MT growth. Through 

a combination of genetic engineering and molecular self-assembly, a synthetic 

recombinant fusion protein of GST (Glutathione s-transferase) and γ-tubulin is attached 
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to a gold surface via an anti-GST antibody, linked to a carboxylic acid terminated self-

assembled alkylthiol monolayer. We then demonstrate unambiguously that the ?-tubulin 

functionalized gold electrode has retained its ability to nucleate MTs by comparing the 

growth dynamics of MTs in solution and from functionalized surfaces. MTs nucleated 

and grown from the functionalized gold substrate are immobilized through their minus 

end and are shown to be amenable to orientation by fluid flow. 

1. Organic linker selection 

The receptor- ligand molecular recognition process is the most popular system to 

immobilize various kinds of biomolecules, including proteins and oligonucleotides on a 

surface, without impairing their biological activity [Shyy 2003]. The receptor- ligand 

counterparts usually employed for attaching protein to the substrate are avidin - biotin 

couple and GST (Glutathione S-transferase) - glutathione (Glu-Cys-Gly) couple. Because 

of their very high affinity and specificity, the avidin-biotin biorecognition system is 

frequently used in immunoassays for antigen/antibody immobilization [Bayer 1996]. The 

?-tubulin can be easily labeled with biotin, which can be tightly bound to avidin, after it 

has been deposited onto a Si wafer or gold electrode. However, when labeled with biotin, 

the surface of ?-tubulin will be partly covered by the biotin with a large size, leading to 

the loss of its ability of nucleating MT growth.  
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Compared to the avidin - biotin couple, the GST (Glutathione S-transferase) and 

glutathione (Glu-Cys-Gly) ligand-receptor system seems much simpler, since both of 

them only have three groups of amino acids. GST can specifically attach to glutathione, 

which has been deposited onto the surface of the Si wafer (Figure 5.1). By analyzing the 

folding structure of the nucleation protein, the functional groups for binding aß-dimers 

could be identified as active sites. By making a fusion protein of GST with the nucleation 

protein, the organic linker can be bound to the non-active site of the nucleation protein 

without changing conformation and losing nucleating ability. The GST tail of this fusion 

protein can function as an organic linker. The ligand coupler selected to attach nucleation 

proteins onto the surface of the Si wafer involved an organic linker – GST (Glutathione 

S-transferase) and glutathione (Glu-Cys-Gly). 

 

Figure 5.1 Attaching isolated ?-tubulin onto the substrate by an organic linker – GST 

2. Nucleation proteins selection and preparation 

While the process of MT growth is reasonably well understood, in vivo and in vitro 

MT nucleation is poorly understood. Within the cell the minus end is tethered to 
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microtubule-organizing centers (MTOC) such as centrosomes, and the plus end extends 

into the cytoplasm [Job 2003]. The microtubule network in the cell is highly dynamic. 

Microtubules grow and retract, continually probing the cellular environment. MT growth 

is initiated by nucleating from the MTOC through interaction with a tubulin isoform, ? 

tubulin [Mortiz 1998, Schnackenberg 1998, Gunawardane 2000]. Research in vitro has 

shown that γ-tubulin is an essential component in the centrosome for microtubule 

nucleation [Felix 1994, Stearns 1994].  

         

Figure 5.2 ?-tubulin shortens the nucleation lag phase in spontaneous microtubule 

assembly [Leguy 2000]. Tubulin was polymerized at 12 µM with the following additions, 

a, control without ?-tubulin; b, 0.15 nM ?-tubulin; c, 0.6 nM ?-tubulin. 

Monomeric γ-tubulin and γ-tubulin protein complexes can both nucleate MTs. In 

vitro, isolated γ-tubulin behaves as a minus-end-specific protein, with very high binding 

specificity to the microtubule end. It caps microtubule minus ends and catalyzes 
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microtubule nucleation (Figure 5.2) [Leguy 2000, Li 1995]. ?-tubulin can bind to a-

tubulin very specifically. There are currently two models of γ-tubulin- induced 

microtubule nucleation. In one model [Zheng 1995], γ-tubulin ring structure provides a 

direct template for the formation of a cylindrical microtubule via the end-to-end 

attachment of tubulin dimers, giving lengthwise growth along the protofilaments 

perpendicular to the plane of the ring. In the other [Erickson 1996], a short γ-tubulin 

protofilament projection acts as a template to nucleate a tubulin sheet by a sideways 

interaction like that between protofilaments and remains incorporated in the lattice. The 

sheet grows sideways, folding into a cylinder, and lengthwise by protofilament 

elongation.  

γ-tubulin ring complex (γ-TuRC), which binds to the minus ends of microtubules, can 

also work as a nucleation center for growth of the microtubule both in vivo and in vitro 

[Fuller 1995, Moritz 1995, Wiese 2000]. Figure 5.3 shows the structure of γ-TuRC and 

the nucleation model of γ-TuRC for MT growth. The structure of this γ-Tu ring complex 

matches the cross-section of MTs very well. In addition to γ-TuRC, a couple of smaller γ-

tubulin complexes, called γ-tubulin small complexes (γ-TuSCs), are identified as a 

component of ?-TuRC [Oegema 1999]. γ-TuSCs can also nucleate microtubules in 

tubulin solutions but with lower efficiency compared with γ-TuRCs [Oegema 1999]. 

Besides growing from centrosomal sites, MTs can also grow from noncentrosomal sites 
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in the cell. In the absence of a centrosome, other mechanisms must operate to organize 

free MTs. One such mechanism is self-organization, which can produce MT asters, 

bundles, and bipolar spindles. It has been shown that microtubules could also grow from 

some small chromatin-coated beads [Heald 1996].  

  

          

Figure 5.3 The nucleation of MTs from γ-TuRc. (a) The nucleation model of γ-TuRC for 

MTs. To simplify the diagram, some protein subunits have been omitted from the γ-TuRc 

structure in (b). The gTuRC forms a cap- like structure over the MT minus end, thus the 

MT can elongate at the plus end only. The gTuRC is not incorporated into the 

microtubule wall. (b) The structure of γ-TuRC shows the ring opening (left) and the 

opposite side (middle ), giving it a helical structure.  Ring walls consist of repeating 

subunits of Dgrip proteins 84 and 91 (green), bound in tandem to g-tubulin (purple). 

Dgrip proteins 84 and 91 also interact with each other, particularly at the cap side of the 

ring, and with the other Dgrip proteins (grey), which may comprise the asymmetric cap. 

The blue dashed line shows the gTuSC. (c) Cross-section of MT shows that MT structure 

has a outer diameter of 24 nm and a wall thickness of 4 nm. 

(b) (c) 
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There is plenty of evidence that γ-tubulin plays a central role in the nucleation of 

microtubule assembly from MTOC in cells [Wiese and Zheng 1999, Oakley 2000]. 

However, the precise mechanism of nucleation remains open to debate. Interaction of γ-

tubulin with aß tubulin dimer is essential to the MT nucleation process, but the sites of 

interaction are poorly known. Six specific peptides of γ-tubulin have been identified to 

serve as binding sites to interact with aß-tubulin dimers specifically and tightly, with a 

different binding mechanism between γ-tubulin and aß-tubulin dimer from the highly 

dynamic protein-protein association during tubulin assembly [Llanos 1999]. These 

peptide binding data indicate the regions of γ-tubulin that interact physically with aß 

tubulin dimer. By placing some mutations on the structural model of γ-tubulin, the 

regions of γ-tubulin that are important for nucleation function have been identified [Jung 

2001]. Interestingly, most of these sites fell within regions corresponding to the tubulin-

binding peptides of γ-tubulin found by Llanos [Llanos 1999]. Similarly, the regions of γ-

tubulin that interact with those proteins to form γ-TuSCs or γ-TuRc are not clearly 

known. Although these regions are important, they can still be seen as indirect nucleation 

sites.  

A collection of monomeric γ-tubulins was chosen in our research to provide 

nucleation centers on functionalized gold electrodes. During synthesis of the recombinant 

GST-γ-tubulin protein, a tail of γ-tubulin located at the non-active site is connected to 
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GST organic linker. Whether the introduction of the GST sequence into γ-tubulin will 

alter its MT nucleation function will be investigated in this research. The GST-γ-tubulin 

fusion protein was developed by extracting RNA from human cells, and amplifying the 

human γ-tubulin using reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). That 

clone was then sequenced to verify that it was the appropriate ?-tubulin, and that the 

entire gene was present. The sequence was cloned into a plasmid containing Glutathione 

S-transferase, which resulted in the creation of a recombinant GST-γ-tubulin protein. The 

recombinant plasmid was then inserted into Escherichia coli (E. coli).  The E. coli were 

then grown in large flasks of growth media containing ampicillin to select for those E. 

coli containing the plasmid of interest.  When the culture reached an optical density of 

0.9, 1mM Isopropyl- ß-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to induce the 

expression of the GST-γ-tubulin. E. coli were collected via centrifugation and then lysed 

using lysozyme. The supernatant was loaded onto a column that binds to the GST 

protein.  Unbound proteins were washed from the column and the GST-γ-tubulin was 

eluted using free glutathione. The protein was verified using SDS-PAGE electrophoresis 

and found to be the correct size, 85kD. The protein was also verified using ELISA, and 

highly specific antibodies to both the GST and γ-tubulin. The final concentration of GST-

γ-tubulin was found to be between 4-5µM. 
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Figure 5.4 The cross sections of the oxidized silicon substrate patterned with (a) a large  

gold electrode (1.9x3.8mm2) and (b) an array of small gold pads (10µmx10µm). 0.75nm 

Cr is used to attach the gold pads onto the silicon dioxide. The thickness of the gold pads 

is 100nm. (c) Top view of an array of gold electrodes (10µm*10µm) patterned Si wafer 

3. Surface functionalization for MT linkage  

The purpose of surface functionalization is to prepare smart surfaces recognizing all 

kinds of linkers. Gold surfaces appear as attractive solid supports owing to the ability to 

build well-defined self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of functionalized thiolates, which 

can subsequently couple various kinds of biomolecules [Wink 1997]. Thus, we started 

this research with gold (Au) electrodes patterned on Si wafer (Figure 5.4). AFM images 

showed that the gold electrode has a flat surface. The gold patterned microchips were 

treated with piranha solution to clean organic contaminants and to activate the gold 

surface before use. Our objective is to design and synthesize reactive Au surfaces with 

specific ligands for selective binding and attachment of derivatized nucleating proteins 

(tubulin, antibodies).  
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Figure 5.5 Schematic of functionalized gold surface. S stands for sulfur, X for carboxylic 

acid. The fusion protein GST- ?-tubulin binds to the anti-GST. Tubulins in solution can 

be added onto the nucleating protein for MT polymerization. 

The functionalization of the gold patterned Si wafer includes layering of a self-

assembled monolayer (SAM), anti-GST (glutathione s-transferase) antibodies, and GST-

γ-tubulins (Figure 5.5). The first step of gold surface functionalization is to modify the 

gold surface using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). A thiol compound -- 16-

Mercapto- Hexadecanoic acid (MHA), which has a specific affinity for Au through a 

common head group (-SH), was selected to form SAMs on the surface. The Van der 

Waals forces between its alkyl chains make the molecules of SAMs closely and orderly 

packed [Ostun 1999]. When altered to be-NH2, -COOH or –NHS, its tail groups can 

work as a reactive group to combine specific ligands, such as Biotin/Avidin, Anti-GST or 

glutathione (Glu-Cys-Gly). As the second layer, Anti-GST was bound to the 

functionalized SAMs through a condensation reaction between its amino group and the 

carboxylic acid group at the end of the alkyl chains of SAMs. 
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The binding between the anti-GST on the gold surface and GST of GST-γ-Tubulin is 

very specific and with high affinity. Finally, γ-tubulins on the surface were made 

accessible to tubulin dimers in solution for MT growth.  Those three different layers were 

verified by fluorescence microscopy using different fluorescence tags respectively [Wang 

2005]. Strong fluorescence with good coverage on the functionalized gold electrodes on a 

SiO2 substrate indicates that the electrodes were well coated by those layers.  

   
Figure 5.6 Surface morphology of (a) functionalized gold surface, and (b) pure gold 

surface taken by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The gold surface was treated with 

piranha solution to remove any undesirable organic contaminant and to activate the gold 

surface before use. The functionalized gold surface was covered by a layer of GST-γ-

tubulin. Note the different scale of these images. The γ-tubulin layer conforms to the gold 

surface.  

We have characterized the morphology of the functionalized gold substrate by atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). Figure 5.6 reports AFM pictures of the surface morphology of 

a γ-tubulin functionalized gold surface, and of a pure gold surface. Prior to imaging the 

pure gold surface was treated with piranha solution to remove any undesirable organic 

(a) (b) 
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contaminant. The same treatment was also applied to the gold surface prior to 

functionalization with SAM and GST-γ-tubulin. The gold substrate exhibits some 

roughness with feature size of approximately 80 to 100nm. The γ-tubulin functionalized 

surface appears to be morphologically similar to that of the gold substrate indicating that 

the nucleating fusion-protein film conforms to the substrate. 

4. Nucleating and directing MT growth from the local region on Si wafer  

The functionalized ?-tubulin surface is proved having a strong effect on MT 

polymerization. In-vitro MT assembly was performed using pure tubulin proteins from 

bovine brain extracts, which had been modified to contain covalently linked fluorescent- 

rhodamine at random surface lysines at a 1 to 1 stoichiometry with tubulin subunits 

(Cytoskeleton Inc). The tubulin is called rhodamine-tubulin. 

Polymerization was performed by the addition of GTP (final concentration is 

0.25mM) and taxol (final concentration is 10µM) in PEM 80 buffer, with the final tubulin 

concentration of 0.25 mg/ml. The functionalized microchips were immersed into the 

solution at the beginning of assembly. After polymerization, the microchips were pulled 

out of the solution and fixed using Methanol (-20 oC) for at least 3 minutes before being 

examined by immuno-fluorescence microscopy. MTs were found on the microchip, with 

most of them extending out from the functionalized gold region into the silica region 

(Figure 5.7a). Compared to its peripheral region, the brighter central gold region indicates 

that the central gold region is covered by rhodamin- tubulin. In addition, some MTs 
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appeared on the silica region, which is supposed to be a region without surface-bound ?-

tubulin. This phenomenon may be due to the formation of a few MTs in solution. 

Another explanation may be the weak binding between MTs and the functionalized 

surface. Thus, during washing and fixing steps, MTs would be displaced into the silica 

region originally free of MTs.  

  

  

Figure 5.7 Fluorescent microscope image of (a) the functionalized microchip (F-Au is 

functionalized gold region), (b) the piranha cleaned microchip, (c) the SAM coated 

microchip, and (d) the anti-GST coated microchip, after being immersed into tubulin 

solution of the same concentration and having experienced MT assembly for 30 minutes 

under the same conditions.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 5.8 Fluorescence microscopy images of MTs grown (a) in solution free of 

microchip and (b) on functionalized microchips. The polymerization time is 5 minutes for 

both cases.  

However, when a cleaned but unfunctionalized microchip with reactive Au surfaces 

was immersed into tubulin solution for MT assembly, a large number of MTs were found 

in the assembly solution, while no MTs were found on both its gold and silica surfaces 

(Figure 5.7b). In Figure 5.7b, the gold region at the center is relatively darker than its 

peripheral region due to the loss of ability for the  unfunctionalized gold surface to bind 

aß-tubulin dimmers. When taking pictures, the digital camera automatically adjusted the 

contrast of images, resulting in a relatively dark gold region. Another two control 

experiments were also conducted using microchips with SAM and anti-GST layers 

exposed in the polymerization solution respectively. As shown in Figure 5.7 c&d, MTs 

on both microchips appeared on both electrodes and silica region, in lower numbers that 

on ?-tubulin functionalized gold surfaces. The MTs on gold electrode run across the 

(a) (b) 
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electrodes, indicating that they were side attached on the surfaces. These results show 

that ?-tubulin functionalized gold surfaces can initiate MT growth or anchor MTs, while 

pure gold, silica surfaces, SAM and anti-GST layer cannot.  

To test the ability of the ?-tubulin functionalized gold electrode to nucleate MTs, we 

compared the growth dynamics of MTs in solution and from functionalized gold surfaces.  

MT assemblies were conducted, with and without functionalized microchips in tubulin 

solution during the polymerization. The polymerization time periods were 5 minutes and 

10 minutes respectively. MTs in solution were fixed using the same amount of solution of 

3% Glutaradehyde for at least 3 minutes followed by attachment onto a PLL glass slide. 

MTs on functionalized microchips were fixed by Methanol at -20 oC for 3 minutes before 

observation. Figures 5.8 a & b are images of MTs assembled for 5 minutes in solution 

without a microchip and on functionalized microchips, respectively. Very short MTs 

were found in the solution without microchips for both 5- and 10-minute polymerization. 

It means that the nucleation time for MT assembly in solution is long. In Figure 5.8b, 

most MTs are polymerized on the functionalized gold surface, with few being found on 

the silica region. Compared to those made in solution with the same time period of 

polymerization, MTs grown on the functionalized gold surface appear much longer. 
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Figure 5.9 Length distribution of MT polymerized in solution and from a ?-tubulin 

functionalized gold electrode showing strong surface effect, i.e. the ?-tubulin nucleates 

and promotes MT growth. Except for the value of MT mean lengths, the shape and trend 

of histograms were almost the same for 5-minute MT polymerization both with and 

without functionalized microchips in tubulin solutions. The polymerization times are (a) 

5 minutes and (b) 10 minutes, respectively. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The length distributions and average lengths of MTs both grown on the functionalized 

gold surface and nucleated in solution were measured and compared under the same 

assembly condition for both 5 minutes and 10 minutes (shown in Figure 5.9). The 

average lengths of MTs grown in solutions free of microchips were approximately 0.62 

and 1.11 microns respectively. With the presence of functionalized microchips in 

solution, the average MT lengths on the microchip surfaces increased significantly. 

Comparing the results of the polymerization with and without functionalized microchips, 

the average length increased from 0.62µm to 1.68µm during 5-min assembly, and 

increased from 1.11µm to 3.47µm during 10-min assembly. This result clearly indicates 

that the functionalized gold surface, which is composed of surface-bound ?-tubulins, 

strongly promotes MT nucleation and growth.  

5. Growing MTs from the functionalized gold surface 

As we discussed in the last section, many MTs assembled on the functionalized gold 

surface. It is necessary to identify whether these MTs nucleated from the surface or 

assembled in solution but attached onto the surface later. At first, we tried to grow MTs 

from the existing MT seeds pre-nucleated on the functionalized surface. Two different 

fluorescent tubulins were used together to assemble MTs from the functionalized gold 

surface. Rhodamine-tubulin (red color) was used for MT seed formation, and fluorescein-

tubulin (green color) for subsequent MT assembly. The average length of MTs 
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polymerized on a functionalized gold surface has been proven to be short enough (1.68 

microns) to serve as MT seeds after 5-min polymerization. Rhodamine-tubulins were 

polymerized on a functionalized gold surface for 5 minutes to obtain short MT seeds. 

After rinsing for several seconds using PBS buffer, these treated microchips were dipped 

quickly into a solution with fluorescein-tubulins for subsequent MT growth. Two 

different filters were used for fluorescence microscope imaging, corresponding to those 

two different colors. 

During the characterization, no MTs were found, which obviously had a long green 

segment in solution connecting to a short red segment on the surface. Those pre-grown 

rhodamine-MT seeds were hardly seen (Figure 5.10a), while many short fluorescein-MTs 

appeared on the functionalized gold electrodes (Figure 5.10b). Several continuous long 

MTs were found using both filters, which means they are composed of both green and red 

tubulins. They were not shown as a structure with alternating green and red segments. 

The signal of long MTs in figure 5.10a is weaker than that in figure 5.10b, which means 

more fluorescein-tubulin subunits incorporated into these MTs than rhodamine-tubulin 

subunits. Long MTs either didn’t connect to the electrode or connected to one or two 

electrodes by chance (Figure 5.10b). This phenomenon can be explained by the dynamic 

instability of MTs. During the polymerization of fluorescein-MTs, pre-grown rhodamine-

MT seeds also experienced continuous growth and shrinkage, releasing tubulin subunits. 
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Those released free rhodamine-tubulin subunits reassembled together with fluorescein 

tubulins to form MTs. Since the number of rhodamine tubulins incorporated in newly 

formed MTs is relatively low compared to that of fluorescein tubulins, the red signal of 

rhodamine tubulins is very weak. Due to the limited magnification of fluorescent 

microscope, it didn’t provide direct evidence of MTs growing from the surface.  

  

Figure 5.10 Fluorescence microscopy images of fluorescein-MTs polymerized on ?-

tubulin functionalized gold surface with pre-grown rhodamine-MT seeds. Both images 

are captured from the same area on the microchip, but with different filters. 

We also performed real- time observations of MT growth to verify one end-

attachment of MTs on the functionalized surface. A droplet of rhodamine-tubulin solution 

was placed directly onto the functionalized gold surface for MT assembly and observed 

using immuno-fluorescence microscopy. By focusing through different focal planes, MTs 

were found both on the surface and in the solution above the surface. Of those found on 

the surface, the MTs were anchored at one end (Figure 5.11). Clusters of tubulin dimers 

(a) red color (b) green color 
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were formed both in the solution and on the modified gold surface, which appear as 

bright dots. MTs appeared to originate within these clusters. In the figures, one end of the 

MT is seen attached on the surface, while the other end is sticking into the solution and 

floating around. The part of the MT sticking into solution was blurred and out of focus 

during observation. When pushing the cover slip, this MT oriented in different directions 

with its one end anchored on the surface. This means it is bound by one end, and the 

orientation of the one end-anchored MTs can be manipulated by fluid flow. 

  

Figure 5.11 Fluorescence microscopy images during real-time observation of MT 

polymerization on ?-tubulin functionalized gold surface at two different times. Both 

images show only one MT, which has one end anchored to the surface and its tail out of 

focus. The dotted line in (b) marks the initial position of the MT. 

6. MT alignment by fluid flow 

MT alignment on the functionalized gold surfaces has also been conducted. The most 

popular way for directing biomolecules is fluid flow. MT could be aligned within the 

micro fluid chamber [Loren 2001, Yokokawa 2004]. MT alignment can also be achieved 

(a) time 1 (b) time 2 
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easily by fluid flow on a glass slide. When squeezing a droplet of MT solution placed on 

a glass slide in one direction using a cover slip, MTs in the solution were aligned on this 

glass slide (Figure 5.12).  

 

Figure 5.12 MTs alignment induced by fluid flow on a glass slide 

Marangoni effect [Verlade 1998] has been used to create fluid flow for MT alignment 

on the functionalized microchips. When added at one of the sides of the microchips, 

methanol at –20oC quickly spread onto the microchip and covered the whole surface. The 

aqueous solution originally on the microchip was pushed off from the surface of the 

microchips (Figure 5.13a). Although surface tension is a function of temperature and 

chemical composition, in our case, Marangoni flow was induced mainly by the 

concentration gradient at the aqueous-methanol interface (temperature effect on the 

surface tension is much lower than concentration effect). The surface tension increased 

from the aqueous-methanol interface to the aqueous solution side (Figure 5.13b) [Lide 

2005]. Thus, the Marangoni flow along the surface of aqueous solution moved toward the 
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higher surface tension region. The hydrostatic pressure increased in the region with 

higher surface tension, induced a flow along the aqueous-substrate interface in the 

opposite direction of the Marangoni flow. MTs were oriented by this flow in the direction 

opposite to the direction methanol spread. Once covered by methanol (-20oC), MTs were 

fixed on the functionalized surface. 
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(a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 5.13. (a) Experimental setup of MT alignment induced by Marangoni flow. 

Marangoni flow happened on the surface of aqueous solution. The volume of the aqueous 

buffer solution droplet, originally located on microchips, was 3 µl at room temperature 

before being pushed away by methanol. Experiments showed that methanol (-20oC) has 

high wettability on functionalized microchips. The size of the microchip is exaggerated 

here. Its actual size is 3mmx3mm. This experimental setup only works for small surfaces. 

With more aqueous solution on a larger surface, there will be a turbulent flow over the 

surface. (b) Surface tension of water/Methanol mixtures as a function of the mass percent 

of Methanol concentration. The data used here is from Ref [CRC handbook 2005]. 

Figure 5.14 shows fluorescence microscopy images taken from a functionalized 

microchip surface with aligned MTs growing from the surface. Those one end-

immobilized MTs were aligned in one direction through fluid flow induced by Marangoni 
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flow. As well as during real-time observation of MT assembly, some bright dots were 

found on the functionalized gold surface. In Figure 5.14a, some MTs grew from those 

dots, which might be tubulin clusters formed on the ?-tubulin surface. Others originated 

directly from the surface. In Figure 5.14b, only several MTs on the top of gold electrode 

nucleated from bright clusters. Several MTs can be seen in the silica region (Figure 5.14 

b). They are believed being pulled away from the gold region, or assembled in solution. It 

clearly demonstrates that MTs are bound by one end to the substrate via the ?-tubulin,  

that is, these MTs grew from the functionalized gold electrode.  

  
(a) On the top of gold electrode                    (b) At the edge of gold electrode  

Figure 5.14 Fluorescent microscope images of MTs nucleated and grown for 30min from 

a functionalized gold substrate. The alignment of the MTs by fluid flow demonstrates that 

MTs are bound by one end to the substrate via the ?-tubulin. 

In Figure 5.14b, there are more MTs at the edge than on the top of the gold electrode. 

This may be caused by the morphological difference of the ?-tubulin layer between the 

edge and the top of the functionalized gold electrode. As we know, ?-TuRC can induce 

MT assembly with much high efficiency than ?-TuSC and isolated ?-tubulin [Job 2003]. 
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As MT nucleation centers, the shape and size of ?-tubulin complexes are important 

factors [Murphy 1996, Jeng 1999]. At some local regions both on the top and at the edge 

of the functionalized gold electrode, the local topography of the surface may be rough 

enough for ?-Tubulins to form some structures such as ring structure and protofilament, 

or induce the formation of tubulin clusters, which can nucleate MTs very easily. At rough 

places, such as the edge of the gold electrode, it is more likely to form these kinds of 

shapes and structures to nucleate MT growth. On the top of the gold electrode, the 

relative flat topography (Figure5.6) results in a low density of nucleation centers 

(0.13MTs/100µm2, Figure 5.14a). Thus, more MTs initiated from the edge than from the 

top of the gold electrode. 

   
(a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 5.15 SEM pictures of (a) MTs nucleated and aligned on the substrate from a 

nucleation center, and  (b) the magnified nucleation center. 

Analyzing MTs nucleated on the gold surface (Figure 5.13a) further, we can clearly 

see that most MTs are grown from those bright dots. To get the detailed information of 
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the bright dots, SEM was used to obtain images of higher magnification than the 

fluorescent microscope. After fixing with glutaradehyde (3%) and super critical CO2 

drying, SEM samples were prepared by sputtering a thin film of gold onto MTs. Figure 

5.15 is two SEM images of MTs nucleated on the surface with different magnification. 

Figure 5.15b is the magnified picture of the nucleation center of aligned MTs in Figure 

5.14a. Several very long MTs extend beyond a cluster of short MTs. This cluster has the 

morphological characteristics of a nucleation center. This morphology may be explained 

by considering that short MTs located in the nucleation center compete with each other 

for available tubulins in a small space, while long MTs have more access to tubulins in 

solution.  

Figure 5.16 shows two fluorescent microscope images of MTs growing from the 

functionalized gold electrode. The gold electrodes (in Figure 5.16a) look like many 

nucleation centers with a lot of MTs extending out from them and probing the 

environment continuously. Under certain controlled conditions, some of them will reach 

the target electrodes and be captured and stabilized by derivatized caps located on other 

sites to form nano connections on the microchip, while those unconnected MTs will be 

disassembled. When it comes to the nanoscale, the number of MTs grown from the 

nanoscale electrodes will be reduced. These MTs growing from the nucleation centers 

(gold electrode) can be aligned by fluid flow induced by Marangoni flow (Figure 5.16b).  
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Figure 5.16 (a) MTs grown from the functionalized gold electrode, (b) MTs aligned by 

the fluid flow on the functionalized microchip 

7. Conclusion: 

We report the controlled nucleation and growth of microtubules directly from a 

functionalized gold electrode substrate on a silicon wafer. The gold substrate is 

(a) 

(b) 
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functionalized with a fusion protein, Glutathione S-transferase-γ-Tubulin. This fusion 

protein is bound very specifically to the surface of the gold electrode via an anti-GST 

ligand, which is attached on a thiolated self-assembled monolayer of 16-

MercaptoHexadecanoic Acid on the gold surface.  

Our study proves that the surface-bound γ-tubulin retains its biological ability of 

nucleating MTs. The surface-bound γ-tubulin has a strong effect on the nucleation and 

promotion of MT growth. MTs have been shown unambiguously to originate from the 

surface-bound tubulin layer on the gold electrode. This end is believed to be the minus 

end of microtubules. Thus, the γ-tubulin functionalized gold surface can work as 

nucleation centers for MT growth, as the centrosome does in cells. Besides gold 

electrodes, people can also engineer other substrates to be nucleation centers for MT 

growth by the same approach. This method can also be applied on creating target 

substrates for capturing the plus ends of MTs. Alignment of MTs grown on the 

functionalized gold surface was achieved by Marangoni flow. 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, a bottom-up approach based on MT templates for the fabrication of 

nano- interconnects is introduced. Toward the goal of nano- interconnect fabrication, I 

studied the stability of MT templates under different chemical conditions, investigated 

the metallization process of manufacturing MT-based metallic nanowires, and explored 

the nucleation and growth of MTs directly from the gamma-tubulin functionalized gold 

surface.  

Firstly, the influence of several factors on MT stubulity in solution was studied. The 

results show that MTs polymerized with taxol (MAPs/glycerol) can endure wider pH 

range (pH4-11) than pure MTs (pH4-8). The temperature range for stable MTs is between 

12 ºC and 37 ºC. The presence of taxol in solution can significantly increase the stability 

of MTs. Because MT templates are required to be built on device surfaces, we also 

studied the disassembly dynamics of MTs. We have shown experimentally and 

theoretically that MTs immobilized on surfaces behaved differently from MTs in solution. 

The binding electrostatic interaction between tubulin dimers constituting MTs and the 

Poly(L- lysine) film significantly reduced the kinetics of dissociation of MTs in pure 

water. It provides a guidance of how to keep MTs stable during metallization process and 
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how to control their length, direction, assembly and disassembly when building MT 

networks. 

Secondly, the metallization of MTs by electroless Nickel plating both in solution and 

on a Si surface was investigated. We found that MAPs (or glycerol) play a critical role in 

maintaining the MT stability during Pt-catalyzed electroless Ni plating. However, MAPs 

appear to lead to the formation of nanometer-wide metal bridges between the MTs , which 

would cause a shortcut failure of built circuits. The surface activation step is very 

important for MT stability and the formation of catalytic sites on MT surface. By 

controlling the metallization time, nanoscale metal films can be achieved. The metal 

coatings are constituted of small Pt clusters (~3 nm), distributed and oriented randomly, 

embedded in an amorphous nickel matrix. The amorphous Ni nanowires have to be 

packaged quickly during manufacturing, since they are very easily oxidized when being 

exposed to air. Electroless plating of MTs on surfaces is a diffusion-controlled process, 

which can be influenced by surface properties. The Young’s modulus (147MPa) of MTs 

metallized on SiO2 measured by the AFM force distance curves is close to those of 

polymers. This may be caused by the uncoated protofilaments attached to the surface. 

Finally, an “in situ” approach to build MT-based nanostructures on a Si wafer was 

developed. This approach consists of a starting metal electrode functionalized with a 

derivatized MT nucleating complex via specific ligands, and surface-driven growth of 
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MTs from the electrodes and fluid flow alignment of attached and grown MTs. The 

derivatized MT nucleating complex, Glutathione S-transferase-γ-Tubulin, is bound very 

specifically to the surface of the gold electrode via an anti-GST ligand, which is attached 

on a thiolated self-assemble monolayer of 16-MercaptoHexadecanoic Acid on the gold 

surface. MTs have been shown clearly originating from the surface-bound tubulin layer 

on the gold electrode, proving that the surface-bound γ-tubulin retains its biological 

ability of nucleating MT growth. By this approach, we can initiate MT polymerization 

from patterned nucleation complexes. It offers us a good method to interface 

biomolecules with substrates by adjusting or even designing their structures and functions, 

while keeping the biological ability of biomolecules. When growing from the 

functionalized gold surface, the fluid flow induced by the Marangoni effect can easily 

align MTs in a controlled direction. Therefore, we can direct the plus end of MTs towards 

the desired sites patterned with capturing ligands in our further research.  

In sum, great progresses have been made in the fabrication of MT-based nano-

interconnects. The next step is to make MT connections between specific positions on Si 

wafer, that is, to controll the direction of MTs grown from the surface and to capture the 

plus ends of MTs with derivatized caps, which are pre-patterned at the target sites. 

However, there are still some unclear points needing to be studied. If not properly 
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understood, they might become obstacles on the road of the nano- interconnect fabrication. 

Some of my concerns are listed as follows: 

1). Although pH and temperature can be used to control the assembly and 

disassembly of MTs when building MT connections, the reversibility of tubulins 

(including pure tubulins and tubulins polymerized with Taxol/MAPs/glycerol) to 

reassemble into MT structure under different chemical conditions still needs further study.  

2). During the temperature tests, some MT asters with high stability formed at high 

temperatures. It would be very interesting to investigate how they form and why they are 

so stable. 

3). The electroless plating is not an efficient process to metallize MTs because the 

surface activation step is time consuming. To make it more efficient, further study on the 

kinetics of surface activation is needed. It is worthy to try to increase the amount of the 

available sites (like histidine) for Pt complexes to attach or to weaken the bonds between 

the Pt(II) atom and its water ligands.  

4). Using our procedure, the metal film coated on the surface of MTs is composed of 

Pt and Ni, with a ratio of half to half. Further work should be done to lower the relative 

composition of Pt.  

5). Besides AFM, other kind of characterizations could be tried to get more 

information on MTs metallized on a surface. Due to the skin effect of signal 
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transmissions at high frequency, the optimum condition requires interconnects having a 

round shape. That is, the entire MT surface has to be uniformly covered by the metal film. 

If it is confirmed that metals do not coat the protofilaments attached on the surface, extra 

steps should be considered to solve this problem, such as preventing MTs from being side 

attached onto the surface when building MT connections. Another way to avoid the non-

uniform coating on MT surface is to explore the metallization of the inner tube of MTs. 

6). When making MT connections on Si wafer, MTs will grow from γ-tubulin 

functionalized surface. This functionalized surface also should be able to be metallized 

together with the MT template, to make full metallic contact between interconnects and 

device gates. 

7). During the next step, if MT connections are made, the stability of the MT with its 

two ends caped also needs to be studied. When we disassemble unwanted MTs, those 

caped MTs would also disassemble or detach from the target proteins, due to the 

disassembling mechanism at the plus end. It then introduces a requirement of the 

capturing proteins to be able to prohibit the conformational change of protofilaments at 

the plus end of MTs. 

8). In our research, the number of MTs growing from the small gold electrode is not 

as high as that from the centrosomes during mitosis. With smaller electrodes, there will 

be fewer MTs nucleated and grown on them. To increase the probability of MTs capture 
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and the efficiency of the whole approach, the electrodes are required to have enough 

active nucleation sites to send out a large number of MTs in all directions. Thus, how to 

make the nucleation of MTs more effective and how to adjust the collective behavior of 

MTs growing from the electrodes have to be investigated. 
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APPENDIX 

-- DETAILED PROCEDURES -- 
 

Index 

1. Materials preparation 

KOH solution preparation 
PEM 80 buffer solution preparation 
Make PEM 80 buffer with different pH values from 2.0 to 12.0 
Tubulin aliquot preparation (should be enough for 10 microcentrifuge tubes) 
Paclitaxel aliquot preparation 
GTP aliquot preparation 
Sodium Azide solution preparation 
Glutaradehyde solution preparation 
Cover glass cleaning 
Cover glass Coating with Poly-L-Lysine 

2. Microtubule polymerization procedures 

Microtubule stock solution preparation with taxol being added after the 
polymerization is complete 
Microtubule stock solution preparation with taxol being added during MT 
polymerization 
Microtubule stock solution preparation using florescent-tubulin 
PEMTAX dilution buffer preparation 
MT dilution preparation 
MT polymerization from functionalized microchips 

3. Microtubule metallization procedures 

K2PtCl4 solution preparation 
Fresh, saturated Palladium Acetate solution 
20X DMAB solution 
Metallization Bath Preparation 
Microtubule Metallization in Solution 
Microtubule Metallization on Si wafer 

4. Characterization Procedures 

Immuno-Fluorescence Microscopy Characterization 
Block solution preparation (for fluorescence microscopy) 
Dilution I (for fluorescence microscopy) 
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Dilution II (for fluorescence microscopy) 
DIC Characterization 
Flow Cell Physical Set-up and flow Cell Procedural Details 
SEM sample of MTs 
SEM sample of MTs metallized in solution 
XPS sample preparation 
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1. Materials preparation 
 
KOH solution preparation 
10 N KOH in ddH2O with a 250 ml final volume. A normality of 10 N is equivalent to a 
molarity of 10 M. 
Amount of KOH required: 2.5 moles of KOH (140.275 grams) 
 

1 Weigh out 140.275 grams of KOH pellets 
2 Fill a 1000 ml beaker with ~200 ml of ddH2O 
3 Place beaker on stir plate and place a stir bar into the solution, start stirring 
4 Drop in KOH pellets into solution a few at a time, wait until solution becomes clear 

to add several more 
5 Once all KOH pellets added, turn off stir plate and remove stir bar 
6 Transfer solution into a graduated cylinder 
7 Add ddH2O to the 250 ml mark 
8 Cap graduated cylinder and shake gently to mix, be careful because this is a high 

concentration solution 
9 Filter solution with a vacuum filtration system, only if necessary like if the solution 

is super-saturated. 
10 Store at RT 

 
PEM 80 buffer solution preparation  
Solution of 80 mM PIPES, 1 mM EGTA, and 4 mM MgCl2 in H2O; KOH (10 N stock) 
added to pH solution (6.9). Solution has 250 ml final volume.   
 

Table 1:  Amount of reagents for PIPES, EGTA, and MgCl2 solution 
80 mM PIPES 6.048 gm 

1 mM EGTA 95.1 mg 
4 mM MgCl2 204 µl of 4.9 M stock 

 
1 Weigh out PIPES, set aside 
2 Weigh out EGTA, set aside 
3 Fill a 500 ml beaker with ~200 ml of ddH2O 
4 Pipette MgCl2, place into beaker with ddH2O, deliver PIPES and EGTA to beaker 

as well 
5 Add 10 N KOH stock in ~100 µl increments until solution in beaker just becomes 

clear 
6 Crush lose sedimentation 
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7 Put pH probe into solution, continue to add KOH in ~100 µl increments to 
continuously stirred solution. Final pH required is 6.9. 

8 Turn off stirrer 
9 Transfer solution in beaker to a graduated cylinder 
10 Add ddH2O up to 250 ml 
11 Cap graduated cylinder and invert several times 
12 Filter solution with a vacuum filtration system 
13 Store at 4ºC 

 
Make PEM 80 buffer with different pH values from 2.0 to 12.0 
 

1. Take 40~50 PEM 80 (pH6.9) out of bottle, put into a beaker (85~100ml); 
2. Wait until the temperature of this buffer return to 25 ºC (room temperature) from 

4 ºC, stir it all the time; 
3. Using pH meter to measure pH values. Using pipette add HCl (1N) to lower pH 

value, and add KOH (1N) to raise pH value. At first, add 20 ml each time, when pH 
approaches the value you want, add the acid or basic solution drop by drop slowly, 
till it reaches the exact value. Be careful. 

4. Stirring, stay for several minutes until pH value is stable. 
5. Store at 4 ºC. When being used, the temperature of buffers must restore to room 

temperature. 
 
Tubulin aliquot preparation (should be enough for 10 microcentrifuge tubes) 
 

1 Prepare ice bath 
2 Put empty 0.65 ml microcentrifuge tubes into ice bath 
3 Get tubulin out of –70º C storage, preferably liquid nitrogen 
4 Let tubulin thaw in ice bath; make sure no crystals of tubulin are present 
5 Pipet 10 µl (or the amount you want) of the thawed tubulin into an empty tube and 

drop it immediately into liquid nitrogen bath 
6 Repeat step 5 for each of the microcentrifuge tubes 
7 Extended storage is –70º C in the refrigerator. 

 
Paclitaxel aliquot preparation 
10 mM Taxol ® (Paclitaxel) in DMSO: make 10 µl aliquots, and store at –20º C, makes ~58 aliquots.  

 
1 Prepare ice bath 
2 Place empty 0.65 ml microcentrifuge tubes into ice bath, 20 at a time 
3 Leave paclitaxel in the bottle that Sigma provided 
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4 Deliver 585.6 µl of DMSO to the bottle, cap bottle; vortex 
8 Pipette 10 µl of the Taxol ® in DMSO into each empty microcentrifuge tube; place 

microcentrifuge tube back in ice bath for temporary storage. After each 20 tubes 
finished, box and put into –20º C for extended storage 

 
GTP aliquot preparation 
10 mM GTP in ddH2O: keep on ice, make 10 µl aliquots, and store at –20º C, makes ~80 
aliquots, 0.8 ml final volume 
 

1 Prepare ice bath 
2 Place one empty 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube and about twenty 0.65 ml 

microcentrifuge tubes into the ice bath. 
3 Weigh out 4.1856 mg of GTP powder; deliver to 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube. 
4 Pipette 800 µl of the ddH2O into the 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube, cap, vortex 
5 Pipette 10 µl of the GTP solution in ddH2O into each empty microcentrifuge tube; 

vortex each microcentrifuge tube, place microcentrifuge tube back in ice bath for 
temporary storage. After each 20 tubes finished, box and put into –20º C for 
extended storage. 

 
Sodium Azide solution preparation 
65 gm/L Sodium Azide in ddH2O: TOXIC, store at 4º C, makes final volume 30 ml 

 
1 Weigh out 1.95 gm of NaN3, deliver to 50 ml Falcon conical centrifuge tube 
2 Deliver 30 ml of ddH2O into 50 ml Falcon conical centrifuge tube, vortex shortly 
3 Store at 4º C 

 
Glutaradehyde solution preparation 
3%v/v glutaradehyde in PBS buffer 
 

1. Pipette 880 µl of PBS buffer (pH7.4, in Jay’s lab of BME) into a 2.0 ml 
microcentrifuge tube at room temperature, 

2. Pipette 120 µl of glutaradehyde solution (25%v/v) into the tube, 
3. Vortex the tube and store at room temparature. 

 
 
Cover glass cleaning 
 
This cleaning will create slides that are effective for 2-3 weeks, assuming proper storage 
in an airtight container in which none of the slides are touching. Vacuum chamber 
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treatment should be replaced by bath-sonication, in a Branson 1510 sonicator or 
equivalent product in future experiments. The amount of EtOH and H2O can be reduced 
according to the number of glass slides or silicon wafers. 
 
Equipment: 
24 mm x 40 mm cover glasses 
4 x 1000 ml glass beakers: 2 x ~400 ml 95 %EtOH, 2 x ~400 ml ddH2O 
Cover glass holder (Entegris, formerly Fluoroware, Inc): requires product A14-015-0215, 
a round wafer basket and a stalk as a handle. Both are available through Entegris. 
95% EtOH 
KOH pellets 
 

1 Set up stir plate 
2 Place beaker 1, with ~400 ml 95% EtOH onto stir plate, set stirrer at medium rate 
3 Put pellets of KOH, about 5 at a time, into beaker 1 
4 Repeat step 4, until solution is saturated or super-saturated 
5 Filter solution in beaker 1 with Nalgene vacuum filtration unit 
6 Place filtered KOH/EtOH solution into beaker 2 
7 Load holder with cover glasses 
8 Put holder plus cover glasses in beaker 2, leave in vacuum chamber for 5 minutes 
9 Take holder plus cover glasses out of beaker 2, wash in 1000 ml beaker with ~400 

ml ddH2O, beaker 3 
10 Take holder out of beaker 3, and place into another 1000 ml beaker with ~400 ml 

ddH2O, beaker 4, place in vacuum chamber for 5 minutes 
11 Take holder plus cover r glasses out of beaker 4, rinse each cover glass thoroughly 

with ddH2O (squirt bottle) and then with EtOH (squirt bottle). These last two 
rinsing processes speed up drying 

12 Dry holder plus cover glasses in oven at ~120º C 
13 Store the holder and cover glasses in an air-tight plastic container 

 
Cover glass Coating with Poly-L-Lysine 
 
The cleaned cover glasses will be treated with Poly-L-Lysine to create a better 
environment for microtubule adhesion to the cover glasses. Recoating of the cover 
glasses is possible since this coating will only be effective for 2-3 days. 
 

1 Make a 1:500 dilution of poly-L-lysine in EtOH in a 1000 ml beaker. The volume 
recommended is 600 µl poly-L-lysine in ~30 ml EtOH. 
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2 Place a rack of KOH/EtOH cleaned cover glasses into the poly-L-lysine/EtOH 
solution, let sit in this beaker for ~20 minutes 

3 Dry holder+cover glasses in oven at ~60º C 
4 Store holder+cover glasses in an air-tight plastic container 

 
 

2. Microtubule polymerization procedures 
 
Microtubule stock solution preparation with taxol being added after the polymerization is 
complete 
 

1. Take a tubulin aliquot out of –70 ºC, thaw at 0-4 ºC. (Ice bath) 
2. Make tubulin solution (add components in order listed below to a 0.65 ml 

microcentrifuge tube in ice bath) 
a. 23.1 µl PEM 80 
b. 3.0 µl of 10mM GTP 
c. 3.75 µl DMSO; vortex solution with these three components 
d. 7 µl tubulin (10mg/ml protein concentration) 

3. Label 0.65 ml microcentrifuge tube MTs, put in rotator for ~30 minutes at 37 ºC, 
rotate slowly. 

4. Make stabilization buffer (add components in exact order listed below to a 0.65 ml 
microcentrifuge tube in ice bath) 
a 34.1 µl PEM 80 
b 5 µl 10 mM GTP 
c 4.7 µl 65 gm/l NaN3 
d 1.2 µl 10 mM Taxol; thaw in ice bath, make sure no crystals present 
e 5 µl DMSO 
f Vortex solution, store at Room Temperature. (can last for a long time) 

5. Remove the tube with tubulin solution from rotator after 30 minutes and add 3.75 µl 
stabilization buffer into MTs labeled microcentrifuge tube, vortex 

6. Store microcentrifuge tube marked MTs at Room Temperature. Dispose of the 
tubes of GTP and Tubulin 

 
Microtubule stock solution preparation with taxol being added during MT polymerization 
 

1. Take a tubulin aliquot out of –70 ºC, thaw at 0-4 ºC. (Ice bath) 
2. Make tubulin solution (add components in order listed below to a 0.65 ml 

microcentrifuge tube in ice bath) 
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a 48.25 µl PEM 80 
b 1.25 µl of 10mM GTP 
c 0.5 µl taxol; vortex solution with these three components 
d 10 µl tubulin (10mg/ml protein concentration), pipette solution for mixing 

3. Label 0.65 ml microcentrifuge tube taxol_MTs, put in rotator for ~30 minutes at 37 
ºC, rotate slowly.  

4. Store microcentrifuge tube marked taxol_MTs at Room Temperature. Dispose of 
the tubes of GTP and Tubulin 

 
Microtubule stock solution preparation using florescent-tubulin 
(The amount of components above divided by same times, 3.75) 
 

1. Take a tubulin aliquot out of –70 ºC, thaw at 0-4 ºC. (Ice bath) 
2. Make tubulin solution (add components in order listed below to the tube with 

tubulin in ice bath) 
a 1.07 µl DMSO 
b 6.6 µl PEM 80 
c 0.857 µl of 10mM GTP, vortex solution with these three components 
d 2 µl florescent-tubulin (10mg/ml protein concentration); Pipette solution (mixing 

the components) 
3. put the tube in rotator for ~30 minutes at 37 ºC, rotate slowly. 
4. Remove the tube with tubulin solution from rotator after 30 minutes and add 0.986 

µl stabilization buffer into the tube, vortex 
5. Store the MTs stock solution at Room Temperature 

 
PEMTAX dilution buffer preparation 
20 mM Taxol in PEM 80 buffer 
 
This solution will only be effective for 3 days at most.  
Note: If preparing PEMTAX on the same day as stabilization buffer, utilize same aliquot 
of Taxol® 

 
1 Place 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube in holder 
2 Pipette 1 ml PEM 80 into microcentrifuge tube using sterilized pipette (one-use 

only) 
3 Pipette 2 µl Taxol ® into microcentrifuge tube using regular pipette 
4 Vortex microcentrifuge tube 

 
MT dilution preparation 
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You can change the dilution folds according to your specific purpose. 
1:50 dilution of stabilized tubulin solution in PEMTAX 
 

1 Place 0.65 ml microcentrifuge tube in holder 
2 Add 50 µl PEMTAX to 0.65 ml microcentrifuge tube 
3 Add 1 µl microtubule solution stock to microcentrifuge tube 
4 Vortex microcentrifuge tube very quickly 

 

MT polymerization from functionalized microchips 

The functionalied microchips with Au electrodes on them were prepared by Lian Wang 
from Chemical and Environmental Engineering Department of U of Arizona right before 
this experiment. 

1. Take a tubulin aliquot out of –70 ºC, thaw at 0-4 ºC. (Ice bath) 
2. Prepare a tube, which is big enough to accommodate the functionalized microchip; 

Put the tube in the ice bath. 
3. Make tubulin solution (add components in order listed below to the prepared tube in 

ice bath) 
a. 48.25 µl PEM 80 
b. 1.25 µl of 10mM GTP 
c. 0.5 µl taxol; vortex solution with these three components 
d. 1.2 µl tubulin (10mg/ml protein concentration), pipette solution for mixing 
e. Put the functionalized microchip face down into the tube using twissors. 
f. Put the tube with all these components back to ice bath, wait for 10 minutes. 

4. Label the tube, put into electrothermy at 37 ºC for ~30 minutes.  
5. Using the twissors, take the tube out of electrothermy and pull the functionalized 

microchip out of the tube;  
6. Wash the microchip gently in PBS buffer (in Jay’s lab of BME, pH 7.4) for 10 

seconds and.  
7. Fix the MTs on microchip using methanol (-20ºC) for 3 minutes. If you don’t want 

to align MTs on the surface, immerse the microchip into the prepared methanol (-20
ºC) quickly; if you want aligned MTs on the microchip, place the microchip face up 
in a petri dish and pipetting methanol (-20ºC) onto the microchip at its one side. 
Don’t touch the microchip by pipette. 

8. This microchip is ready for the subsequent sample preparation of SEM or 
Fluorescent microscopy. 

 
3. Microtubule metallization procedures 
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K2PtCl4 solution preparation 
Aged 1 mM K2PtCl4 in ddH2O. Newly made solution must be used every time of surface 
activation.  
 

1. Deliver 40 ml of ddH2O into 50 ml Falcon conical centrifuge tube,  
2. Weigh out 0.0166 gm of K2PtCl4, deliver to 50 ml Falcon conical centrifuge tube, 
3. Vortex shortly, 
4. Leave it at room temperature for 24 hours before use (cover it with aluminum foil). 

 
Fresh, saturated Palladium Acetate solution 
Saturated Palladium Acetate in ddH2O: make 1 ml aliquot, and store in the dark at RT, 
solubility in ddH2O at RT is 10 mg/ml 
 

1 Use a 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube; wrap tube with aluminum foil 
2 Add 1000 µl ddH2O to 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube 
3 Weigh out 0.010 gm of palladium acetate 
4 Deliver 0.010 gm of palladium acetate to 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube 
5 Vortex microcentrifuge tube, gently shake for 15 minutes 
6 Centrifuge for 5 minutes at 2000 g to obtain a saturated solution and to settle all 

unresolved particles. Keep microcentrifuge tube completely in the dark, cover with 
aluminum foil 

7 Transfer solution to new centrifuge tube and cover centrifuge tube in foil; store 
vertically 

 
20X DMAB solution 
Prepared in an atmosbag under a total nitrogen atmosphere. 20X solution: 50 g/l This 
stock solution is prepared for long time use.  
 

1 Gather balance, plastic screw top container with 250 ml of ddH2O, solid DMAB, 
spatula, weighing container, and other appropriate equipment inside the atmosbag. 

2 Flush out atmosbag with nitrogen and then fill atmosbag with nitrogen.  
3 Seal atmosbag 
4 Weigh out 12.5 g of solid DMAB and add this to the ddH2O filled container; expect 

to see a small amount of oxidation of the solid DMAB 
5 Screw lid onto container 
6 Unseal atmosbag. Store solid DMAB and 20X solution in 4°C 

 
For one day use (20x DMAB solution): 

Weight out 0.5g of solid DMAB, dissolve it into 10 ml ddH2O. 
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Metallization Bath Preparation 
Good until some green precipitate appears at the bottom of the container. 
For a 50 ml total volume of metallization bath.  Nickel Acetate (50 g/l), Sodium Citrate 
(25 g/l), Lactic Acid 85 % (25 g/l), and DMAB (2.5 g/l), NH4OH added to pH to 6.9 in 
ddH2O. 
 

1. Add about 40 ml of ddH2O to a 100 ml beaker and place on stirring plate 
2. Weigh out 2.5 g of nickel acetate and add to stirring ddH2O. Weigh out 1.25 g of 

sodium citrate and add to stirring ddH2O.  Deliver 1.25 ml of lactic acid to the 
stirring ddH2O solution.  Deliver 2.5 ml of DMAB (20x) solution to the stirring 
ddH2O solution. 

3. Begin adding 100 µL NH4OH at a time to pH the solution to 6.9, if pH goes over 
6.9 while adding NH4OH and volume remains under 50 ml total, use ddH2O water 
to decrease pH and NH4OH to increase it again. 

4. Transfer metallization bath to a plastic container with a screw-top lid and store in 
the dark (in foil) at RT. 

 
Microtubule Metallization in Solution 
 

1. Make DMAB solution and metallization bath solution. Protocols for each solution 
is found in the previous section of this report. Store metallization bath in the dark at 
RT. 

2. Centrifuge MT stock solution for 30 minutes at 14500 g (MT stock solution is in a 
microcentrifuge tube of 0.65 ml size. 

3. After the 30 minutes, a pellet of MT will settle to the bottom of the centrifuge tube.  
Draw off supernatant, add then add 150 µl of PEMTAX buffer (three times of the 
MT stock solution as before). 

4. Add the same amount of aged 1mM K2PtCl4 solution (150 µl here) into the tube 
MT solution.  

5. Keep MT + 1 mM K2PtCl4 centrifugal tube in the dark (aluminum foil). Let MT + 1 
mM K2PtCl4 solution mix for 2 hr at RT. (Step6 to step8 can be skipped). 

6. Catalyzed MT’s centrifuged for 5 minutes at 5000 g. 
7. Empty liquid from bottom of centrifuge filter device, fill top of centrifuge tube with 

~300 µl of PEMTAX buffer as a washing agent. 
Centrifuge for 5 minutes at 5000 g. Repeat this step, washing, one time. 

8. The light brown particles at the bottom of the centrifugal tube were re-suspending 
in 300 µl of PEMTAX buffer solution. 
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9. Add 300 µl of metallization bath to the micro-centrifugal tube containing 300 µl 
catalyzed MTs. Let them mix for one minute in dark (aluminum foil). 

10. Dilute the metallization solution (with metallized microtubules assumed to form) 
into ~40 ml ddH2O to stop the reaction.  

11. Let particles (metallized microtubules) settle to the bottom of the microcentrifuge 
tube. To ensure complete settling, wait at least 2 days. 

12. Take out bottom 50 µl of the solution with a micropipette making sure to pipette at 
least one of the black particles. Place solution and metal particle on a carbon grid or 
cleaned silicon wafer for scanning electron microscopy. 

 
Microtubule Metallization on Si wafer 

1. MAP-rich (or glycerol-rich) MTs were first prepared with Taxol and diluted in 
PEM80 buffer solution.  

2. 8ul (operator control) prepared MT solution was placed onto cleaned Si wafer for 
20 minutes, 

3. Rinse the piece of Si wafer with MT solution gently using PEM80 buffer for 10 
seconds,  

4. 8ul (operator control) Pt(II) [ 1 mM K2PtCl4] solution was added onto the surface, 
covering the area of MTs solution occupied for two hours,  

5. 8ul (operator control) Metallization bath was added onto the solution on Si wafer 
6. After a certain amount of time for metal deposition (operator control), the treated Si 

wafer was immersed into a large amount of ddH2O (>50ml). The samples were 
stored in ddH2O at room temperature. 

 
 
4. Characterization Procedures 

Immuno-Fluorescence Microscopy Characterization 

The fluorescence microscopy is always used to check the existence and alignment of 
microtubules both on the glass slide and on the microchips. It is performed on a 
rectangular poly-L-lysine coated microscope slide. 
 

1 Transfer a small amount of microtubule dilution to the poly-L-lysine coated 
microscope slide. MTs dilution: MTs stock solution + PEMTAX. Let stand for 20 
minutes at RT. 

2 Deliver methanol (–20º C) to the microscope slide – make sure methanol covers 
entire surface where microtubule dilution is. Let stand for 2-3 minutes at –20º C. 
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3 Immerse the microscope slide into block solution for 20-30 minutes at RT. The 
block solution serves to block all signals from other proteins. Block solution: PBS 
buffer+0.1wt% milk + 0.1wt% BSA. 

4 Take microscope slide out of block solution; remove the stock solution form the 
slide. 

5 Add dilution I, the primary antibody, to the microscope slide. Dilution I: ß-tubulin 
antibody: block solution = 1:200. Let stand for 30 minutes at RT. 

6 Immerse microscope slide in the block solution for 2 minutes to wash off excess 
dilution I and shake gently at RT. Repeat wash and shaking two more times. 

7 Add dilution II, Cy-3, to the microscope slide. Dilution II: Cy-3 goat anti-mouse: 
block solution= 1:50. Cover microscope slide with aluminum foil and let stand for 
30 minutes. 

8 Immerse microscope slide in block solution for 2 minutes and shake gently at RT. 
Repeat wash and shaking two more times. Use PBS buffer to wash one time, 2 
minutes. 

9 Cover the poly-L-Lysine coated slide with cover slip. Observe the sample under 
fluorescence microscope, using red color filter and digital camera to take pictures. 

 
Block solution preparation (for fluorescence microscopy) 
Final volume is 100 ml, with the following composition: 1 gm nonfat dry milk, 1-gram 
bovine albumin (BSA) in PBS buffer. Effective for a maximum of 3 days. 
 

1 Take out 150 ml beaker 
2 Weigh out 1 gm non-fat milk and deliver to beaker 
3 Weigh out 1 gm albumin (BSA) and deliver to beaker 
4 Deliver 50 ml PBS buffer to beaker 
5 Transfer fluid into graduated cylinder, fill to 100 ml with PBS buffer 
6 Cap graduated cylinder, and invert several times to ensure good mixing 
7 Transfer block solution to appropriate screw cap bottle.  Store at 4°C. 
 

Dilution I (for fluorescence microscopy) 
A 1:200 dilution of anti-β-tubulin antibody (primary antibody) in block solution 

1 Take out 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube 
2 Deliver 400 µl of block solution to microcentrifuge tube 
3 Deliver 2 µl of anti-β-tubulin antibody to microcentrifuge tube, vortex tube 

 
Dilution II (for fluorescence microscopy) 
A 1:50 dilution of Cy-3 (secondary antibody) in block solution 
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1 Take out 0.65 ml microcentrifuge tube 
2 Deliver 200 µl of block solution to microcentrifuge tube 
3 Deliver 4 µl of Cy-3 to microcentrifuge tube, vortex tube 

 
DIC Characterization (performed by Koen Visscher at IGERT laboratory at U of A.) 
Equipment: Nikon Eclipse TE 200, Visual imaging monitors and Computer software 
In order to view the microtubules, a flow cell was prepared.  
 
Flow Cell Physical Set-up 

 

Flow Cell Procedural Details 

 
1 Take a clean microscope slide (25 mm x 75 mm x 1.0 mm) & lie flat on counter-top 
2 Cut 2 strips of double-sided sticky tape and place as flat as possible on the 

microscope slide, leave a channel with a width of about 0.5 cm. It is CRUCIAL that 
no air-bubbles exist so smoothing the tape is of utmost importance. 

3 Take a cleaned and Poly-L-lysine coated (24 mm x 40 mm) cover glass and place 
on top of the microscope slide so that it is centered on the 2 strips of double-sided 
tape. 

4 Mix 1:50 dilution of MT solution by pipeting and de-pipeting small amounts of the 
dilution 

5 Take up about 10 µl of the 1:50 dilution in a pipette 
6 Put pipette tip to the junction of the channel and the cover glass. Deliver just 

enough 1:50 dilution so that the channel is filled completely. 
7 For future characterization, one can seal off both ends of the flow cell with nail 

polish. Immediate characterization does not require this 

 

SEM sample preparation 

A Hitachi S-4500 (Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope) equipped with energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) capabilities was used. 
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SEM sample of MTs 
1. Clean a cover slip and coat it with poly-L-Lysine;  
2. Prepare PEMTAX buffer solution;  
3. Dilute MTs stock solution 100 folds into PEMTAX buffer; 
4. Pipette a small amount (3ul) of the diluted MT solution onto a Poly-L-Lysine 

coated cover slip; 
5. Fix MTs on the coverslip with methanol at –20C (or 3% glutaradehyde solution) for 

3 minutes; 
6. Use the super critical CO2 drying to dehydrate and clean MTs on the cover slip; 
7. Mount the cover slip onto a stub and coated the it with gold at BME lab; 
8. Take the cover slip to MSE department for measurement using FESEM. 

SEM sample of MTs metallized in solution 

This sample is also made for TEM and HREM use. 
1. Put a carbon coated copper grid on a paper towel (the grids are grids for TEM use, 

from Philip Anderson of Materials Science and Engineering department of U of 
Arizona);  

2. Pipette a small amount (3ul) of the solution of metallized MTs onto a carbon coated 
copper grid; Note, must be very careful to prevent the grid adsorbed onto the tip of 
pipette.  

3. Carefully transfer the grid into a vacuum system; 
4. Open the vacuum system and dry the grid; 
5. Mount the grid carefully onto a stub for SEM measurement. 

 

XPS sample preparation 

All XPS measurements were operated by Dr. Paul Lee and Dr. Nebesney in Chemistry 
Department. XPS sample preparation for MTs metallized on Si wafer was simply take the 
piece of Si wafer with metallized MTs out of ddH2O, where it was stored, dry it in a 
vacuum system very quick before XPS measurement. XPS sample preparation for 
catalyzed MTs is as follow: 

1. Centrifuge the solution with MTs at 12000rpm after the surface activation is 
complete; 

2. Discard the supernatant and re-suspend the pellet in PEM80 buffer with the same 
amount of MT solution; 

3. Repeat step1 and step2; 
4. Transfer the pellet onto a cleaned Si substrate by pipetting; 
5. Immediately store it in a vacuum tube or chamber and dry it; 
6. Tightly seal the sample in a bottle with inert gases and transfer it to the XPS lab of 

chemistry dept for XPS measurement. 
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